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umn and offered a response, saying that
'victim' doing the walk of shame back to
when compared to other content on its
her dorm."
own site, the column isn't as offensive. The
More dissent comes from a local
writer, speaking of
Boston show, "Beat the Press,"
-T
those who found
where commentator and
ONLINE
offense, wrote: "I'll
award-winning journalist, Calteach them a thing
lie
Crossley said that it was an
The Mirror Gains
or two about male
example
of the types of writing
National Attention:
chauvinism."
that
"bubbles
up on campus
See fairfieldmirror.com
But many
that
puts
young
women in danfor links and more.
blogs expressed
ger." But another member on
anger at the
the panel'also said that it may
publication of the article, including a
be strange to press harassment changes on
writer at Feministe.com, who wrote, "It's
an organization for publishing a story.
basically a pro-rape manual. The point of
As of press time, most ofthe traffic on
Chris Surette's column is that men bond
fairfieldmirrorcom came from the popular blog
over sexually humiliating women, and it's
deadspin.com, which has garnered 4,700 views,
a 'victory' when everyone else sees your
as well as Poynter.org, Gawker, and GoogleNews.

BY LILY NORTON
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

"He Said" Chris Surette sparked
controversy with his content in his "Walk
of Shame" column featured in the Sept. 30
issue of The Mirror. Since then, not only
has the school community taken notice,
but also the mainstream media as well.
Since Connecticut Post's coverage
of the controversy in the Nov. 12 article
"Fairfield U. newspaper faces discipline
over column's alleged harassment and the
Nov. 15 editorial "Don't Punish Student
Newspaper," Internet users from all over
have been flocking to The Mirror's Web
site. Chris Surette's column, reporting
a current total of 26,272 hits, as of press
time, since it live on Oct.l,
has now taken the lead as
the most viewed article on
current and past Mirror
Nov. 12
Web sites.
18,906 viem
News coverage on the
Mirror and the "He Said"
column has appeared from
professional organizations
such as The Hartford CouOct. 20
rant, The Boston Herald,
7,910 views
WCBS, 1010WINS, and The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
S
C
Not only are people
reading, but they are
responding as well. In the
age of blogs, many have
Photo Illustration by Joe Cefoli
come forward to defend or This graph represents Web site traffic on fairfieldmirror.com (measured in unique views). On Oct.
20, Barstool Sports (boston.barstoolsports.com) posted a reader e-mail that drew attention to the
bash The Mirror.
It started on a popular controversial Sept. 30 "He Said" Column, causing a traffic increase. On Oct. 28, Google News linked
blog called Barstool Sports, to The Mirror's Doug Perlitz story, creating another jump in visits to the Web site. After an article on
the "He Said" controversy appeared in the Connecticut Post last week, many popular blogs linked to
which republished the colfairfieldmirror.com, causing traffic to skyrocket.

Fairfieldmirror.com Traffic

Warrants Issued
in Bravo Raid
BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Seventy-two arrest warrants have been issued
for individuals who were present at Bravo Restaurant
and Bar when it was raided on Oct. 20, according to
The Connecticut Post.
Over 100 underage students, most of whom
were Fairfield and Sacred Heart students, were found
to be at the establishment last month with fake ID
cards.
Individuals are being charged with a misdemeanor of misrepresentation of age. This charge may
result in a fine of $200 to $500, up to 30 days in jail,
or both. The students are also subject to having their
driver license suspended for up to 150 days, according to the Post article.
"At this point, no charges have been filed against
the bar's owner," Fairfield Police Chief Dave Peck
told the Post. "The permittee and manager of Bravo
Restaurant LLC is listed as Michael Constand. The
investigation into the incident is continuing."
Peck also told the Post in reference to the students who have warrants issued against them, "Some
of the kids are already calling to ask when they
should turn themselves in."
He also mentioned that the police have been
investigating the sources of the students' fake IDs.
"We believe most of them got them online,"
said Peck.
It is unclear how many Fairfield students currently have warrants held against them and if any
will face discipline from the University. Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino did not respond to Vie Mirror's
questions by press time.
Fairfield Police could also not be reached for
comment to The Mirror by press time.

Get Rewarded for Being a Stag
BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Open up your campus-mailbox and you will find your
Stags in the Stands Reward Card. This card is a new joint
venture between FUSA and Fairfield Athletics.

The card works as having five stag dots which can be
punched out at a Fairfield Sporting event by a FUSA or Fairfield Athletics member working the game. Once five punches
have been punched you will receive a prize and also be
elevated to the next level and be able to earn more points.
"It's our approach to being all inclusive to our
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student fans," said Graduate Assistant for Athletics
Marketing and Fan Development Hutch Williams '08.
"Every student is a Stag in the Stands. It gives back to
those extra spirited individuals."
The card can be used for the entire 2009-2010 season
home games.
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THIS WEEKEND ON CAMPUS...
BY
IN FIVE EASY STEPS
CHRISTOPHERHALISKOE
ATTEND: STAGS UNLEASHED

ft

The fun continue with Buy-a-Date on Wednesday at 5 p.m. @ Jazzman's. Gentlemen, bring you
wallets cause here at Fairfield the female population is classy. With IRHA's Fairfield Idol @ 8 p.m. on
Thursday, and Amazing Race @ 4 p.m. By the end of
this week Pritchard workers may have to shampoo
the Lower Level carpet in the BCC just to get the
Stag Pride out.

LAUGH: PAULA POUNDSTONE
AT THE QUICK CENTER
With over 30 years in the stand-up comedy
business, Paula Poundstone is no stranger. And
she is coming to the Quick. Poundstone who
has been on late night talk shows since most of
us where six, will perform Friday at 8 p.m. at the
Quick Center. Not your style? Think outside "the
box" as Radio Drama is next door in the Wein
Experimental Black Box theatre.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

The Sky is Falling!?
A Leonid meteor shower was scheduled for this past Monday night/Tuesday morning.
NASA had predicted that between 20 and 30 meteors would be seen in the skies, and
best viewing was in a rural setting away from city lights. Clouds impeded on most of the
viewing from Fairfield's campus, here at the top of Bellarmine.

ARGUE: JETS GO TO FOXBORO
You can tell when a New York team is playing
a New England rival. Now Boston natives will
have to hear their roommates from New York tell
them that Belichick should have punted the ball.
When the Pats fans boast about their two game
lead, tell them to go pick up the ticker tape from
the Canyon of Heroes. Can you tell by the attitude,
this writer is definitely from New York ?

Stag, Lucas

CAMPUS
CRIME
BEAT
BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Thursday, Nov. 12

if it would activate.

2:46 p.m. There was
criminal mischief against
University property. Plants
around the Stag statue
were ruined.

Sunday, Nov. 15

Tuesday, Nov. 10

1:11 a.m. A student was
arrested for criminal mischief for damage done to a
townhouse unit.

LISTEN: ECKSTEIN &
GALLAGHER LIVE AT LEVEE

Friday, Nov. 13
9:08 a.m. A Criminal
Trespass Warning was
issued to a former Prep
student at request of the
Prep administration.

12:53 p.m. An iPod was
stolen from Canisius.
10:00 p.m. A parking sign
was ripped off by high
winds and struck a vehicle.

Wednesday, Nov. 11
Saturday, Nov. 14
12:24 a.m. There was a
domestic dispute between
two students. Both were
sent on their way.

Seniors Brian Gallagher and Ronald Eckstein
will be rocking out Friday afternoon in an acoustic
session at the Levee. The fun starts at 6:30 p.m. and
is coupled with happy hour specials.

Monday, Nov. 16
Time not available Harassing phone calls reported by
a student involving an offcampus pizzeria. The management of the restaurant
was contacted. A possible
party was identified.

EAT: THE THANKSGIVING
SANDWICH FIREHOUSE DELI
Firehouse's Thanksgiving contains piles of
roast turkey, topped with stuffing and cranberry
with mayo on hard roll. After trying a sandwich
this good you might pick up your cell and tell
Mom you will not be needing her this year.

6:31 p.m. A student admitted to causing a fire alarm
to go off by spraying Lysol
on a smoke detector to see

Better Know a Stag

By the Numbers

BY MIKAELA TIERNEY

Who: Meg Hallissy' 10
Hometown: Port Washington, NY
Major: Communications
What's your favorite part about being the President of the
Glee Club? Spending time with a hundred of my closest friends
at least five hours per week and making sweet, sweet music.
What's your funniest Glee Club experience? The entirety of our weekend in Philadelphia, and rapping about God with the Vice President, Jeremy Shea. You down with G-OD? Yeah, you know me!
Favorite Catchphrase? Viva la musical and Meg Hallissy likes this.
What's your favorite Fairfield tradition? Obviously, The Fairfield University Glee Club,
the oldest club on campus currently in its 63rd season of music.

|b

r

1941

The year Congress first declared Thanksgiving as a national
holiday.

388
Years since the first Thanksgiving.

250
Million turkeys raised in the U.S. in 2009, estimated by the
Census Bureau.

29
Days between Thanksgiving and Christmas this year.

?
Number of turkeys on the Fairfield campus.
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In the Know

Eidos to Become a Mentor
v

Fairfield News Briefs
BY MIKAELA TIERNEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

I USA Holds Student Opinion Event
FUSA Senate held a "SpeakOUT" Event in the BCC
on Tuesday afternoon and evening. In an attempt
to make themselves more visible and accessible to
the students they are elected to represent, they gave
students a chance to voice their opinions about different aspects of Fairfield University, including both
comments and concerns.
Fairfield Grad Named President of GE in India
John Flannery '83 was recendy named president and
chief executive officer of General Electric in India.
As mentioned in a recent article in The Wall Street
Journal, he will now be responsible for working to
integrate the multinational company's operations
in a variety of departments. Flannery graduated
from Fairfield University with a degree in finance
and went on to receive his Master's degree from the
University of Pennsylvania.
Professor Inducted Into Academy of Nursing
Dr. Kathleen Wheeler, a professor in Fairfield's
School of Nursing, was inducted into the American
Academy of Nursing on Nov. 7. Considered the highest national award that a nursing professional can
receive, Wheeler was honored for her participation
in a variety of projects from her work over the past
25 years. As a member of the Academy, Wheeler will
now have the opportunity to work with other outstanding nursing professionals to discuss and move
forward with issues in the nursing world. Three other
professors at Fairfield University have received this
award over the past years.
Art Scholar to Speak at Walsh Gallery
John T. Spike, an acclaimed Italian Renaissance art
scholar, will speak at the Walsh Art Gallery on Nov.
30 as part of the University's Arts & Minds event
series. In addition to being knowledgeable about
Renaissance art pieces, Spike is also a known critic of
contemporary art and has written many books about
the subject. A speaking veteran of numerous famous
museums and universities worldwide, Spike will be
in the Walsh Gallery in the Quick Center to discuss
"Realism: A Recurring Renaissance"
Alternative Music Series Concert at Quick Center
Kiss Kiss, a New York City indie band who just released their sophomore album, will be performing at
the Quick Center on Nov. 30. The four member group
mixes alternative rock music with the unexpected
twist of an electric violin, creating what they describe
as an unpredictable and unusual sound. The opening bands of the concert have yet to be announced.
Their performance is part of the Quick Center's Arts
& Mind Series.
Cape Verdean Singer to Perform at Quick Center
Sara Tavajes, a newly popular singer from Cape
Verde, will be singing at Fairfield University on Nov.
22. She describes her sound on her new album as a
blend of styles ranging from different countries and
different backgrounds. Tavares has been praised
by numerous critics, all citing her unique style and
strong new presence in the music world as important
factors to her rise in popularity.
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NEWS EDITOR
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Finance major Stephanie Stadig
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facilitator for Academic Assessment
going on in Mentor: the assessment of tool for both students and faculty."
and the Eidos/Mentor administrator,
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completely
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Sustainability Reports Fairfield
Not Green Enough
and when a dorm is built, it will most
likely be a green dorm, according to
University officials. They also said
that the new hybrid bus should be
Yale University got an "A-." Wesarriving any day now.
leyan University got an "A-." ConnectUniversity President
icut College got a
,N
Fr. Jeffrey P. von Arx,
"B." And Fairfield?
„
recently joined 460 other
It got a "C."
university and college
These marks
presidents in signing
represent the
Fairfield University
the American College &
scores given to
University
Presidents Clischools across
mate
Commitment.
It is
Green
BuildingD
America by the
a
high-visibility
effort
to
College SustainStudent Involvement- B
address the issue of globability Report, pubAdministration- C
al warming, to commit to
lished on greenreneutralize emissions and
portcard.org.
to foster higher education
Although
to equip society with the
the University
Photo illustration by Dan Leitao knowledge necessary to
has been in the
BY CAVAN SIECZKOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

Roem said that she thinks raising
student awareness is probably the
measure that would have the greatest
impact. She said that she feels the
student reaction to "going green"

College Sustainability Report

process of becoming more environmentally friendly,
there are some areas which can still
be improved, as pointed out by the
Sustainability Report.
"Are we doing enough? The
answer to that is always no," said economics professor and faculty adviser
to the Green Campus Initiative (GCI)
club, Dina Franceschi.
Environmentally conscious students believe that the University still
has a long way to go before its green
report card will improve.
"I think the things that directly impact all students [need improvement],"
said Alex Roem' 10, the president of the
Green Campus Initiative (GCI).

has been positive. Students have
responded to the 350 Project, the GCI
New Orleans trip and the Gimme 5
program.
Some steps taken by the school
have made a difference. Taking away
the trays in Barone lessened solid
food waste by 20-30 percent and decreased overall water consumption.
All landscaping waste on campus is
composted.
The new Jesuit housing, which
should be completed by Thanksgiving 2009, is an emblem of conservationism for the campus. It has GO
thermal heating, a sod roof, passive
solar lighting and a bamboo floor. If

stabilize the earth's climate.
Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs, stands
firm that Fairfield is doing a superb.
job in going green.
"I don't think there's any doubt
that the green movement is not only
alive and well but flourishing and active," Fitzpatrick said.
He said that he thinks the joint
effort between administration and
students is responsible for the success. One group working alone with
good intentions would not have been
enough, he noted, but with both sides
working together, sustainability has a
chance to become a permanent state
at Fairfield and not just a current fad.
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Fairfield Commuters Balance Positives and Negatives
BY NICOLE LASKOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

Imagine driving your 30 minute commute to class and
not realizing the professor sent a cancellation e-mail while
you were on the road.
Class cancellations, either before or after arriving on
campus, have happened to sophomore commuter Catherine
Maslan more than once during a semester.
"One day, I waited from 1:45 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. for a class
... the professor [never showed] up," Maslan said. "I was
angry because I could have gone home three hours earlier
that day."
This is just one of the disadvantages commuting to campus poses for more than 700 students who travel to Fairfield
everyday for their classes.
Commuters make up about 20 percent of the student
population and students living on campus make up about 80
percent, which is shown in the University's statistics of the
full-time undergraduate resident status.
Commuters said there are things they need to worry
about that residents do not need to be concerned with. For
example, commuters said that they feel cut off from campus.
"[We] have to make an effort to join clubs and be social,"
said commuter Elizabeth Holman. "Living on campus would
make it easier to participate in extracurricular activities."
The problem, according to Maslan, is that "many
clubs meet late at night. Staying on campus all day gets
boring, but driving home and then coming back later isn't
any better."
This difficulty of being involved in campus activities
helped shape local resident Courtney Winger's decision to
live on campus rather than commute.
"I was really involved in high school activities and... I
felt that I wouldn't be able to be as involved in all the things I
love doing if I commuted," said Winger, who is from Shelton.

Nevertheless, with an estimated cost of room and board
of $11,270, most commuters said that the foremost advantage of commuting is that they save money.
Another way commuters save money is by not having

Kerl Harrison/The Mirror

Commuters find bonding time among themselves in
the commuter lounge, located in the lower level of the
BCC.
a meal plan. Meal plan options for commuting students are
either 40 board meals and $200 dining dollars, which costs
$625 per semester, or 65 board meals and $200 dining dollars, which costs $855 per semester. Many of the commuters
interviewed said that they do not have a meal plan due to its
cost, which forces them to bring their own lunch and sometimes even dinner.
Furthermore, the recent decision to prohibit sophomores from having cars on campus does not affect commuters, which they said is another advantage. Even as freshmen,
commuters are allowed to have cars on campus. Holman
said that having a car on campus gives her a sense of freedom since she does not need to depend on shuttles or taxis
to leave or return to campus.

"You aren't stuck on campus when there's nothing to
do," Holman said.
Weather has its affects on driving for commuters,
sometimes turning a 20 minute trip into an hour-and-ahalf journey. However, the university does "[have] some
rooms available for commuter students... if [they] become
stranded... due to weather," according to the 2009-2010
commuter bulletin.
However, the cost to register a car for the 2009-2010
school year went up to $80 and commuters lost some of the
parking lots they once had, such as the parking lot behind
Alumni Hall.
Commuting also helps students with their specific
majors.
"I am a nursing major and... [our] clinical sites
are mainly... health care facilities throughout Fairfield
County," Maslan said. "If I really like one of the sites and I
want to intern there over the summer, I can easily do that
because I live nearby."
■Commuters also said that going home every day is a
benefit — providing them with home-cooked meals, the
constant support of one's family and no possibility of homesickness. Moreover, it means privacy; commuters do not
need to share bedrooms or bathrooms.
Commuters added that another advantage of commuting is becoming friends with other commuters.
"We have our own amazing group of commuter friends,"
Maslan said. "We can easily hang out over breaks and in the
summer because we live close by."
Some commuters are still deciding if they will live on
campus. They all agree that living on campus would make
various activities easier, but money is acting as a deterrent.
Maslan is also in the process of making this decision.
"I'm debating about whether I will live on campus or
commute next year," Maslan said.

Bellarmine Museum Still on Pace to Open in '10
these difficulties, Fairfield did not waiver from its plans and
appointed Deupi as director.
The museum will not only offer visual art, but also
In the midst of a recession, the University's arts program
seminars and workshops to enhance the visitors' experience.
has not seen many cutbacks, despite the delay in construction
"This [museum] is something for which there is no substiof the Bellarmine Museum, which will now open next fall.
tute," said Deupi.
The upcoming museum will be located in Bellarmine
"I'm excited to have our own art museum next year.
Hall and will include items on loan from the Metropolitan
Now we won't have to take field trips to the city to see faMuseum of Art and the University's collection of Italian
mous paintings,' said Larry Cornelia '12.
Baroque and Renaissance art.
While the total operating
The museum was originally
budget of the University has
planned to open this fall, but several facbeen cut by about 10 percent,
tors contributed to its delayed opening
with the cuts being spread
according to Jill Deupi, the director of
among departments, there has
the Bellarmine Museum and an asnot been any additional money
sistant professor of art history. After the
cut from the arts program, aceconomy worsened, "the museum team
cording to Robbin Crabtree, the
carefully re-evaluated everything from
dean of the College of Arts and
construction costs to programming for
Sciences.
the completed museum," said Deupi.
One reason is the adminisThe BeUarmine Museum is part of an
tration's support for art programs,
initiative at Fairfield to enhance the teachfrom University President Fr. Jefing of art history and the humanities.
frey von Arx, down. Crabtree said
On top of the financial situation,
Contributed Photo that his support of the arts and
This is a floor plan of the upcoming Belthe original director of the museum,
the University's promotion of its
larmine Museum, which is posted on the
Dr. Jesus Escobar, left the University
programs have given exposure to
for a position at Northwestern. Despite University Web site.
how vital the arts are.
BY TYLER WOSLEGER
STAFF WRITER
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Tel: (203) 254-7773
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Crabtree also said that Fairfield has a committee on
arts, culture and community engagement to be sure that the
Quick Center events and others on campus are accessible to
the larger community and promoted well, so that everyone
is aware of the high quality arts and cultural programming it
offers.
Also, Fairfield recently received a $500,000 grant from
the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and must
match the grant four to one, making the total endowment $2.5
million.
Sara Hoegen '12, an art history major at Fairfield, is among
those pleased with the continued support for the arts that Fairfield
displays.
"The arts expose students to different ways of seeing,
listening and perceiving," said Hoegen. "Without these
skills, I believe students will lack the necessary creativity
to place themselves above the ordinary in a competitive
job market."
The core requirements at Fairfield require that students take two semesters of visual and performing arts.
Michael Guarnieri '84, a member of the advisory council
to the University's Board of Trustees, thinks that this requirement contributes to a student's education.
"The arts are part of what makes a 'complete'
person," Guarnieri said. "Good art should make you
think, talk,and feel. By doing those things, you add to
your educational experience."
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Financial Planner - Entry Level
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Don't Assume You Know How to Interview!!
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Accepting Offers...
Accepting an offer is an agreement that is expected to be honored. After accepting an offer, candidates
must withdraw from the job search process and notify the CPC and any organizations with offers pending.
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Make sure that this is a position you really want. Do you need more time? You're not sure how you should
handle the situation. Contact the Career Planning Center.
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for Breakfast Lunch and Dinner!

Please ca9 24 hours in advance

Students who have accepted employment are no longer eligible to participate in the On-Campus Recruiting
programs.
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Schedule an appointment with Career Planning to leam interview techniques and tips!
Call us at 254-4081.
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Complete your
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Clark University Master of Arts in Teaching
-for aspiring urban teachers-

MIRROR

•J-

The Jacob Hiatt Center for Urban Education, awarded the 2007
Richard Wisniewski Award by the Society for Education Professors
for contributions to teacher education, is dedicated to preparing
outstanding urban teachers. The Master of Arts in Teaching
program is yearlong, with a full academic year internship in one of
the Hiatt Center's partner schools in the Main South area of
Worcester, MA.

.iff-*

■

We seek students who enjoy young people, are reflective, have
strong academic backgrounds, collaborate well with others, and
want to become great teachers for urban youth.

(

why wait til thursday?
The

MIRROR
twitter.com/faiifieldinirror

The next full-time program year begins in late May 2010 and ends
in May 2011. Applicants strong in mathematics or the sciences
may qualify for a graduate stipend under the Noyce Scholarship
program. For information contact the Jacob Hiatt Center for Urban
Education at (508) 793-7222 or mshepard@clarku.edu. Visit our
website at www.clarku.edu/departments/education. Applications
for the 2010-2011 program year are due by January 15,2010.
Minorities and women are strongly encouraged to apply.
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OPINION

What do you think about "He Said" coverage nationally? Send your thoughts to
opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

fairfieldmirror.com ■
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Editor Veronica Florentino »opinion(a)fairfieldmirror.com

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE

Tom Cleary | Editor in Chief
Lily Norton | Executive Editor
Chris Simmons | Managing Editor
Veronica Florentino | Commentary Editor

''.. It is time to move on. Do not harass an independent studentjournalism entity that
has been operating with ink-stained excellence for decades, providing a mirror to all-

It's Already Basketball Season?

things-Fairfield. What type of reflection does this send out to the world?"
-Dr. Dan Reimold, author of the blog "College Media Matters "

As Thanksgiving nears, many
college sports fans across the
country get ready for trips to bowl
games or a big rivalry football
game. But not at Fairfield.
When mid-November rolls
around each year, it signals the start
of another basketball season, the
most visible sport on campus. While
the soccer, lacrosse, tennis and volleyball programs have led Fairfield
to sizeable success and a Commissioner's Cup last year, the basket-

B

SECTION:

Basketball returns to
Fairfield. Read
The Mirror's preview.
See pullout section.
ball programs remain the marquee
sports on campus. And it is clear
that Athletic Director Gene Doris
and his staff want to make sure that
basketball reaches the levels of success that the other sports on campus
have.
This year, both basketball teams
are facing similar issues. The loss
of veteran players from last season
leave a void that will have to be filled
by promising freshmen. For the
men, Chicago natives Derek Needham and Colin Nickerson, along
with Albany native Shimeek Johnson, have stepped in already, joining the starting lineup. Needham
won the MAAC Rookie of the Week
after his first two games at Fairfield
and has scored in double digits in
all three of his games. Meanwhile
on the women's side, Kaitlyn Linney will need to provide scoring to
replace the points of Baendu Lowenthal and Lauren Groom, who
graduated last year. Linney scored
18 points in her debut, the most
ever by a Fairfield player in her first

game and also won the Rookie of
the Week award.
But what is more important for both
teams this season is not the statistics or
what happens on the court. It is the stories ofthe players and the coaches.
On the men's side, senior Anthony Johnson is returning from a lifethreatening blood clot that could
have ended his basketball career.
Instead of giving up on the idea of
playing again, Johnson worked as
hard as he has ever worked in his life
to battle back to finish his career at
Fairfield. More importantly, Johnson used basketball to escape from
a rough life and will graduate from
Fairfield in the spring. Head coach
Ed Cooley calls Johnson "Fairfield's
Kid" and says that he has watched
him grow up at Fairfield over the
last four years. Without basketball,
Johnson would have never had the
opportunities he has had.
Needham, one of the trio of newcomers on the men's team, also has
an important story that needs to be
told. Coming from a stable family,
Needham was always the leader of
his teams. But his leadership role
grew in his final season in high
school, when his father died after a
battle with diabetes. Needham is an
inspiration, a man above his years
and a great basketball player.
The women could provide an example of what a team really is with
their play this season. After losing
five key players over the past two
seasons, the Stags are left without a
go to player. But that does not faze
head coach Joe Frager, one of the
nicest coaches on campus and a
true, down-to-Earth man, willing
to offer a piece of apple pie to a reporter or don a Napoleon costume
to get fans to come to games.
So support your fellow classmates and go to the games, they
deserve it

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, by
email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com or through our Web site
(www.fairfieldmirror.com).
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or
on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 400 words.
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Tom Cleary, Editor in Chief
Lily Norton, Executive Editor
Chris Simmons, Managing Editor

In reference to "The Mirror Gains National Attention," by Lily Norton on page 1. Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfl.eldmirror.com.

Dated, Disconnected and Confused: Architecture at Fairfield
BY AMBER NOWAK
STAFF WRITER

We've all read the reviews.
Fairfield hits the charts as one of
the most beautiful college campuses in the country.
It is true that the aesthetic
environment is considered one
of Fairfield's greatest assets and
proves to be a strong advantage in
winning over prospective students,
or their parents at any rate.
Just think of the view of the
hillside overlooking the library.
One envisions a picturesque couple
strolling beneath brilliant, sundappled foliage past the quaint, almost cottage-like Egan Chapel, past
Bellarmine with the distinctive air
of a Victorian manor house, before
finally arriving at what appears to
be the temporary housing quarters
for a group of naturalists on safari.
This is not to say that the new
Jesuit Residence is necessarily
unattractive, although an alumni
source was said to have found difficulty in distinguishing between
the finished residence and the
construction for it. It simply doesn't
go with anything else. Looking
around campus, I notice that this

holds true for most of the building designs. Only Bellarmine Hall,
which was built in 1921, really has
that collegiate feel. Its Tudor/Norman style bears a striking contrast
to the geometric patterns of 1960s
era buildings such as the DiMennaNyselius Library.
Founded in 1942, Fairfield is
a relatively young school, so it is
understandable that its buildings
bear little resemblance to the collegiate Gothic architecture common
to such universities as Fordham
and Yale. Sure, the natural beauty
of our campus would perhaps be
enhanced by the presence of ivy
covered brownstone or gray stone
buildings, but evidently the original
architect opted to give Fairfield a
"modern" appearance. That was in
the 1940s.
There is nothing intrinsically wrong with rendering the first
structures built after the founding
of the University, namely Xavier
Hall in 1947 and Loyola Hall in
1955, in a modern fashion. A problem develops when this concept of
planning for new University buildings around contemporary styles
continues through the '50s, '60s,
'70s, and every subsequent decade

up to 2009. Instituting a set plan for
the style of future projects would
have allowed new building plans to
trace back to earlier constructs and
contribute to an overall atmosphere
of coordination. Instead Fairfield's
architecture is dated, disconnected
and just confused.
In an age of U.S. News and
World Report rankings, with more
people going to college than ever
before, and heightened qualifications for a tight job market, 2009
has been a year of more frenetic
competition than America has
experienced for quite some time.
And it will only intensify — hence
the scramble of colleges across
the country (Farifield included) to
improve itself in the wide eyes of
potential undergraduates.
We've "gone green," made the
SAT optional, conducted renovations, planted a plot of grass, torn it
up and replanted it. If we are going
to spend the money, we may as well
do it right. We should make choices
to present Fairfield as an efficient
institution that has pride in itself
and respects the student body and
faculty who have to see it everyday. We can all appreciate a little
continuity.
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He Said' Around the Country
To the Editor:

My esteemed colleague, Prof.
Don Greenberg, wrote last week to
defend freedom of the press and
to invite the campus community
to a deeper consideration of the
burdens we must bear to protect
this fundamental right.
I agree with him wholeheartedly. The free flow of information
and its critical analysis are hallmarks of Jesuit education. Another
hallmark of Jesuit education is the
defense of the worth and dignity
of every human person, especially
the vulnerable and the marginalized; this latter stance leads us to
condemn words and deeds that
demean persons or foster an atmosphere of oppression.
Regarding the current controversy concerning content that
some students, staff and faculty,
including Prof. Greenberg, found
offensive, content that appeared
in the "He said" column and the
"FML text" in the 35/4 issue of The
Mirror, my beliefs were clearly
stated in the text of the message to
the university community that Dr.
Mark Reed and I sent out on Nov.
5: no prior censorship, student
editorial autonomy and responsibility, and quality post-publication
advisement.
Bringing freedom of the press
and community standards of justice together in The Mirror obliges
the student editors to generate and
live by a code of ethics that coheres
with the community standards of
Fairfield University.
Dean Pellegrino determined

To the Editor:
As a former editor of the
opinion section of my own college
newspaper, The Daily Aztec at San
Diego State University, I am not
surprised that columns such as
Chris Surette's would be submitted. I received many column
submissions even more heinous
and despicable than "He Said: The
Walk of Shame" in my tenure there,
advocating everything from white
supremacy to destroying private
property to drunk driving and drug
use to assault. But as an editor, it
was my job to evaluate the appropriateness and tone of everything
from my section, including guest
columns and letters to the editor
— even comments on our web
site — and to remove those that
crossed the line from the expression of an opinion to the inappropriate, offensive, and illegal. Which
is why I do not understand how his
column came to be printed in the
first place. Did no one on staff raise
an objection?
The most problematic parts
of Surette's column were not
the obvious and blatant sexism,
though the paper should certainly
be taken to task for creating an environment hostile to the college's
female students. The contempt
and disrespect Surette suggests
toward women simply for having
sex should not have been given a
megaphone and implied endorse-

Letters to the Editor

that the content of the 35/4 issue
published by the student editors
was not in compliance with their
own ethical standards.
While the student editors
disagree with Dean Pellegrino's
determination, they are taking
steps to change their policies and
procedures to prevent this from
recurring, evidence that they are
indeed learning from this series of
events.
While The Mirror is an independent student newspaper, the
writers and editors are Fairfield
students, and their education is my
chief concern. I have confidence
in Prof. Fran Silverman, faculty
advisor to The Mirror, and in Prof.
Jim Simon, head of our Journalism
program. It has been suggested
that an Advisory Board be created.
I see a real value in such a group,
made up of on- and off-campus
people with interest and expertise, chosen with the accord of
the student editors, to engage in
periodic post-publication review
to help our student journalists to
continue to learn their craft and to
hone their skills. I would welcome
this additional educational support
for our students as they exercise
their rights and responsibilities as
independent journalists within and
for the Fairfield University community.

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Thanks to Deadspin's expose of Chris
Surette, I imagine you are receiving a fair
amount more traffic than usual these days.
After reading the articles myself I can say that
the criticism appears warranted. Quite simply,
Mr. Surette's diatribes are full of moronic drivel.
I struggle to find any journalistic merit in his
words, even as sophomoric satirical op-eds go.
Putting aside content, even more disturbing is
that Mr. Surette's articles show a complete lack
of fundamental writing ability, let alone talent,
mirrored only (pun intended) by an equal lack
of editorial skill.
Please understand, I do not wish for Fairfield to trample on Mr. Surette's, or The Mirror's,
right to free speech. What should be addressed
is your complete disregard for journalistic integrity. I did see that Mr. Surette issued an apology
but it too was as poorly written and edited as
his previous articles, rendering it essentially as
pointless. Your staff should be as ashamed as
Mr. Surette for your disregard.
As a fellow student journalist (Virginia
Tech's Collegiate Times, 1996-1998), I fully
recognize that a student paper is a healthy mix
of aspiring journalists, those with an interest in
writing, and those just seeking a voice and some
acceptance. I get it. But just because not everyone on your staff hopes to be the next Woodward or Bernstein is not an excuse to ignore the
basic principles of journalism. You have a great
responsibility as a newspaper to uphold these
values as honesdy as you can. By allowing such
tasteless pieces to run in your paper, coupled
with the utter lack of journalistic pride, you and
your paper offer free speech a great disservice.

Sincerely,

ment by a campus publication. But
most disturbing were the multiple
implications of sexual assault and
rape for the sake of "a good story."
The words "victim," "robbed of her
dignity," and encouragement to
"be ruthless and have no shame"
so guys can get a story that's "humiliating" do not suggest consensual sex or a willing female partner.
"Non-consensual sex" is a PC way
of saying "rape." The actual content
of his column could easily be read
as Surette encouraging his fellow
male students to engage in assault,
if not worse.
The Mirror, an outlet for
student voices, should not be shut
down, but the poor judgment of
the editors who chose to let this
column run is self-evident and a
review and revision of the editorial
process is pretty much required, at
this point. There isn't even a disclaimer at the end of the column
explaining it's not endorsed by the
paper or university, from what I
can tell online. The line of editors
and advisors who read and approve content before publication
is supposed to screen out things
like this, and it failed. Whether
that means you need more editors, your editors need some basic
workplace harassment training,
your writers need to be screened
and instructed more carefully, or
some combination thereof, something needs to change.
Refusing to publish columns

Matt Arden

like Surette's is not censorship.
There's a difference between
acknowledging different opinions,
perspectives, and arguments in a
debate and providing a soapbox
for sexism, white supremacy, homophobia, and all the other prejudices, which I'm sure litter your inbox. There's a difference between
disagreeing with someone and
declaring that they are wrong, and
advocating for a group's inherent
inferiority. The college newspaper
should be a forum for debate and
discussion, not a tool that bigots
can use to offend and undermine
other students. Disagreement is
not harmful; hatred is. Tell those
who cry "censorship" when you
refuse to give them a platform for
their preaching the same thing I
do: Go start a Livejournal. They are
not entitled to a place in your paper any more than they are entitled
to a spot on national TV. Everyone
has a right to free speech; what
they don't have a right to is an
audience. An audience has to be
earned.
And columns like Surette's
shouldn't get one.
Sincerely,
Ruthie Kelly
Journalism and
Political Science Senior
San Diego State University

Sincerely,
Maggie Carr
Boston College, A&S '10
Vice-President/Student Coordinator, ASTEP@BC
Student Board, Arts and Social Responsibility Project

Sincerely,
Rev. Paul J. Fitzgerald, S.J.
Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs

As a college student, I am absolutely in shock
that the misogynist ramblings of this misguided (and
probably dangerous) amateur made it onto the pages
of your newspaper.
I'm not sure what the point of printing and massdistributing this absolute filth actually was. Was it to
alienate over half of Fairfield's student body? Because
patronizing your classmates by calling them "young
swans", "sluts", and "hood rats" is a great way to make
them feel like trash. So is the threat of not only finding
humor in her humiliation, but dismantling her social
life by making it a joke among all your bros.
Calling a woman you've had sex with the night
before "your victim"? Really? This kind of language is
the reason why 1 in 20 college women are raped every
year. This happens on our carhpus, and it happens
on your campus. To run a piece like this is to deny
the existence of sexual assault, which is an incredibly dangerous falsehood to promote. Promoting a
rape-friendly environment is promoting rape. Taking
one class about feminist literature (as Surette claimed
to have done) doesn't give you a free pass to behave
like a misogynist pig. This is a very real phenomenon
happening on campuses all over the US, and justifying poorly written hate speech because it's 'satire' is
not the way to combat it.
You may not have made the individual decision
to run this piece, but you need to recognize that from
a public standpoint, this article was published with
the tacit approval of your name and your school's
name. Right now, your school is standing strong as
a vocal promoter of collegiate rape culture, and you
should be ashamed of yourself.

To the Editor, Pres. von Arx and Dean Pellegrino:
The Society of Professional Journalists is concerned with the unfolding
events at Fairfield University involving the student newspaper, The Mirror.
Most recendy, news of potential ethics violations and sexual harassment
claims stemming from the controversial "He Said" column has garnered
wider attention. We urge Fairfield University to refrain from penal action or
other sanctions against the newspaper as a result of these claims. We realize
that Fairfield is a private university, and that such institutions have wide
control over student organizations and campus activities. However, as a
respected institution of higher education cognizant of the value of education and debate, you should also recognize the need to protect and foster
free speech. Punishing and drastically reordering an entire newspaper in the
aftermath of an unpopular opinion does not send a healthy message about
the value Fairfield places on learning.
Further, punishing an individual editor, adviser or columnist, whether
in this situation or in the future, sends a similarly unfortunate message about
how you treat freedom of speech, expression and the press.
Heavy-handed actions by Fairfield against The Mirror will make way for
a dangerous trend to continue — that unpopular and perhaps misunderstood opinions can be silenced by administrative control. The silencing of
free speech this produces would be deafening.
Rather than reacting by punishing The Mirror, we encourage the university community to learn and grow from this incident. What kinds of issues
do students want addressed in the newspaper? What are the ethical obligations of a student newspaper? How can a media outlet such as a newspaper
act as a public forum and foster positive debate and conversation? These are
discussions we encourage the Fairfield community to have in the future.
Fortunately, the Society is comprised of thousands of individuals,
many of whom belong to local chapters throughout the country. There is no
student chapter at Fairfield, but there is a professional group in the area, the
Connecticut Pro Chapter. If you would like to have more in-depth conversations about the role of news organizations on campus, we encourage you to
involve the chapter. The chapter president is Cindy Simoneau. You may reach
her at 203-400-0454 or csimoneau@ctspj.org.
Sincerely,
Kevin Smith (SPJ President), Neil Ralston (SPJ Vice President of
Campus Chapter Affairs), Luther Turmelle (SPJ Region 1 Director), Cindy
Simoneau (SPJ Conn. Chapter President)
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liie Right (Bite
a review of restaurants in
and around Tairfield

Flipside at 1125 Post Road
Ashley Zangara/The Mirror

BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
STAFF WRITER

Looking for a casual joint to grab a
delicious bite to eat?
Flipside restaurant, located on 1125
Post Rd, is the perfect place to enjoy a
juicy burger with a side of crispy fries
and a smooth milkshake for under
$15.00. Flipside opened in early September, taking the place of Flying Dish,
which used to be in that location.
The burger eatery was redecorated and redesigned before their
grand opening. Although Flipside's
location is not too visible, its massive
blue and tan sign can be clearly seen
from Post Road.
Being a huge burger fan, I was a
bit skeptical when I first heard about
Flipside. I figured I might as well give this
place a try, considering there is not another well-known burger place in town.

When I entered the restaurant, I was
politely greeted by a smiling host. I was
quickly seated and attended to within
minutes. I was served a tall glass of ice
water as I carefully examined the menu.
I noticed that its signature platter seemed to be a burger served with
Velveeta cheese on a white roll for $6.25.
If you do not like Velveeta cheese, Flipside also provides you with the option
of Gorgonzola, cheddar or Swiss for an
additional 50 cents.
The service was extremely fast and efficient. The waiter patiently listened as my
roommate and I changed our order a total
of four times. I finally settled on a cheeseburger served with cheddar cheese and
avocado on whole wheat bread. I also decided to go with a side of grilled vegetables,
instead of the French fries.
Within a mere 20 minutes, the succulent, juicy burger was sitting in front of
me. Within the first bite I knew this was a

match made in heaven. I fell in love! The
fresh avocado blended perfecdy with the
cheddar cheese to produce an exciting,
new taste.
I was not completely thrilled with
the side of grilled veggies. They were
blatandy cold and I enjoy mine hot, I
mean they are supposed to be grilled...
right? I would definitely advocate trying
the fries instead.
Unfortunately, I resisted my temptation to order a milkshake, but luckily
my roommate decided otherwise. I
ferociously demanded a sip of her .
delectable creamy vanilla shake. It was
absolutely fantastic, not too thick and
not too watery.
If you are not a red meat eater,
Flipside has options for you as well. It
has a variety of salads to choose from
as well as chicken burgers and veggie
burgers.
Flipside is a kid friendly restaurant,
therefore you must be prepared to deal
with loud young children. I am not a
huge fan of kids, but the burgers are
definitely worth it! You can't beat the
price either.
Flipside provides a variety of options for all different tastes. I highly
recommend you to hop on the shuttle
and take a trip to the best burger
place in town.

Tfe ftjter <Bite
the next step is to find the
right dessertl
Name: Pumpkin Spice Loaf Cake
Where to Buy: Borders
Price: $1. 95
Description: Absolutely moist and delicious.
xoxo,
Mabel and Ashley

Ashley Zangara/The Mirror

Some of the delicious burgers available at Flipside.

Maroon 5 Rocks Out at Sacred Heart
BY LILY NORTON
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Maroon 5 is bringing sexy sounds back
to school.
The band played at Sacred Heart Thursday night as a part of its "Back to School"
college tour around the country.
Maroon 5 concerts are like a fun trip
on a magic carpet, also known as Adam
Levine's vocals. His voice just soars over any
song they play.
The boys of the band, led by Levine,
know how to rock hard and play cool
through it all. Most of its songs are loaded
with sexuality, but in suits, the band manages to project a sophisticated sexy (even
when Levine periodically sheds articles of
clothing at the end of songs).
Maroon 5 is one of those bands where
every song on the album sounds like a
single, a great thing for a live conceit. Each
song ups the ante and keeps you wanting
more.
Even the slow songs are full of energy
and would often end with the boys jamming
it out — they love to improvise at the end
of their tunes and play really hard, as they
sometimes do at the end of the tracks on
their albums (think "Kiwi" from their second
album "It Won't Be Soon Before Long").

At the end of "Secret," the slow and sensual tune from the band's first album "Songs
about Jane," front man Levine broke into a
drawn out version of Pink Floyd's "Another
Brick in the Wall."
The band also experimented with its recent single "Wake Up Call" by having guitarist James Valentine play acoustically and in
the style of country. The band slowed down
the tempo as well, which gave it a lilting feel.
It was a surprise, but a good surprise.
Then, in one of the best covers I've ever
heard, Levine tackled Alicia Keys' "If I Ain't
Got You" Sorry, Alicia, but Levine rocked this
one way harder than you ever could. Honestly,
I wish they would record that and put it on
the band's next album. According to previous
interviews with Levine, Maroon 5's third studio
album should be out in early 2010.
The band only played one new song,
entitled "Last Chance," which sounded very
similar to many tracks on their most recent
album, but it was a fun, high-energy song and
unlike other concerts, I wasn't disappointed
when they played a song I didn't know.
In one of the greater moments of the
night, Levine stopped mid-ballad and
picked out a little girl from the audience to
bring her on stage, because she was holding
up an iPhone with an image of a lighter. He
pointed to it and said "This is the future!"

Contributed Photo

Maroon 5 was at Sacred Heart University as part of their "Back to School" tour.
Levine got pretty crazy with his comments between songs, and at one point, he
even condoned downloading music illegally.
"Just keep doing it," he said. "The industry is so messed up."
And before singing his encore-request-

ing audience the lullacy "Sweet Goodbye"
to end the evening off right, Levine said that
the band loves college tours, and was happy
to perform for the audience.
"You guys are really here for the
music," he said.

Arts & Entertainment
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THE GOOD,
THE BADS
THEUGLY
Song: Sober
Artist: Kelly Clarkson
I know many people didn't
like the album "My December" because it was kind of
depressing, but I found this
song hauntingly uplifting.
Maybe that's just me, or
maybe it's because it was featured on the
Smallville season seven opener, which
was one of the best season openers
ever, introducing Kara aka Supergirl (as
played by the wonderful Laura Vandervoort, who can now be seen on ABC's V.)

Song: The Ecstasy of Gold
Artist: Ennio Morricone (from The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly)
Easily the most beautiful piece of music — ever. It
swells, it builds, it flows! It has a grace that cannot
be matched. Even John Williams' "For Always" or
the Jurassic Park theme song is going to have to
take a back seat to this masterwork.

Dan Leitao/The Mirror

Song: Iron Man
Artist: Black Sabbath
This song makes metal
operatic. It's huge, larger
than life, and has no real connection to the character
Iron Man (other than its awesome usage in the movie
as Tony Stark makes his escape from the cave). If I was a
baseball player I would totally want this to be the song
playing while I threw warm up pitches before the game.

Song: Cobrastyle
Artist: Teddybears featuring Mad
Cobra
This one is for all the fans of NBC's
"CHUCK," easily the best show on
network TV by a long shot. The
show is funny, action-packed, with a love story that keeps you
hooked from episode one. This song pretty much encompasses
the mood of the show and was used prominently in the first
season.

Celebrating
10 Years of
Britney Spears
BY RI.NF.F. BORGHESI
STAFF WRITER

Song: The Times They Are A-Changin'
Artist: Bob Dylan
Just for good measure I should end with another
comic book reference. Dylan's classic song will
be forever be associated with the Watchmen
movie opening. For anyone who read the book,
that opening felt perfect and the song encapsulated the tone better than any sweeping original
score could have.

Students Experience
the'Flavors of Asia'
BY DEANNA MITCHELL
STAFF WRITER

Contributed Photo
Spears' newest Greatest Hits album is not for
fans who already own all of her CDs.

"The Singles Collection" is the second greatest hits album from Britney Spears, in honor
of her 10th anniversary with Jive Records.
There will be two versions released: the standard version and the ultimate fan box
set. The standard version, released on Nov. 10, contains 17 of her chart-topping favorites
along with the new hit "3."
The ultimate fan box set includes all of Spears' 29 singles, each encased in an individual sleeve with original art. Each disc will also have an additional B-side or a remix of
the track. It includes never-before-seen photographs and iconic images of the pop star.
There is also a DVD containing her music videos in chronological order. This box set will
be released on Nov. 23.
"The Singles Collection" comes five years after Spears released her first greatest hits collection, "Greatest Hits: My Prerogative," that includes four studio albums. She has only had
two studio albums, "Blackout" and "Circus," since the 2004 greatest hits album. "My Prerogative" had also included a DVD of her music videos up until her "In the Zone" album. This new
greatest hits album only offers a few more songs and music videos than the last one.
The collection is missing some important and well-loved singles, such as "Sometimes,"
"From the Bottom of My Broken Heart," "Lucky," "Overprotected," "I'm Not a Girl, Not Yet a
Woman," "Outrageous," "My Prerogative," and "Break the Ice." "The Singles Collection" also
does not include any unreleased songs, which would appeal more to owners of her first greatest hits album or fans that own all six of her studio albums.
Spears has had a long and successful music career, and to try to put her best songs on
one album is a difficult task. Although this is a good compilation of her songs, the standard
edition may not be worth the buy for those fans that have been following Spears since her
1999 debut. "The Singles Collection" is good to get if you want to have most of Spears' best hits
on one CD, or if you do not have the first greatest hits collection or any one of her albums.
Spears' newest single "3" was released in September 2009 and was her third No. 1 song
on the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 chart. Hit-maker Max Martin produced the album's lead single.
Martin was the man responsible for starting it all off with writing and producing Spears' first
hit in 1999, "...Baby One More Time."
Britney Spears is one of the top-selling artists of the last decade and has sold over
63 million albums worldwide. During her 10-year career, Spears has had five albums
debut at the No. 1 spot on the Billboard Top 100 Album chart and 23 Top 40 hits on
the Billboard Pop Singles Chart.

I give the Asian Student Association (ASA) a grade "A" on its efforts to put together
an event that satisfied everyone's craving for more than just delivered Chinese food.
The Oak Room was filled with a large number of people Friday night, crowding
inside to get a plate of whatever looked appetizing (that happened to be everything that
was laid out on the buffet).
ASA was prepared to feed the entire school with two buffet tables filled with an
arrangement of delicacies that originated from numerous countries from all over Asia. I
only made it halfway through the first before I realized that I would need a second plate
to continue taste-testing the quality of each dish.
Everything had a unique flavor that stuck out on my taste buds, but not everything
stuck out in a good way. A lot of the food was spicy, and as much as I love eating things
that have the potential to set my entire head on fire, I couldn't finish some of the dishes
due to the lack of beverages.
There was tea and water, but not enough to cool the burning sensation at the roofs
of everyone's mouth. There was only one entree that I couldn't stomach because it smelt
(and tasted) like I was eating a cigar.
The highlight, I must say, was watching the Tae Kwon Do demonstration, where
boards and splinters went flying across the room from heavy kicks and punches. Following was choreographed fight between two of the ASA students that made me feel like I
was watching a really good anime program live.
Each act was entertaining in its own way and kept my attention, but it was a lot to
take in at once. ASA tried to give small intermissions between some acts, but the ones
that were back-to-back made me feel like I was sitting in one spot for hours on end.
People crowded closer to the entertainment, so getting up to move around was made
obvious, and would make one feel somewhat awkward.
Booths were also set up to display a small piece of each country's culture. The best
was the Chinese calligraphy and painting because it provided guests with a souvenir
while the other tables only had displays or small treats to snack on, which was kind of
unnecessary considering that the buffet filled everyone's stomachs.
Those who were behind the booth knew enough of the culture to answer an array of
questions, and showed enthusiasm in others' curiosity. The ping pong table provided was
an excellent asset that engaged many students; it was a great way to get people's attention.
Overall, the event was something no one should have missed. Games, dancing,
music and food were provided, and when I walked out, I felt that I learned something that I was sure would stick with me. It was well organized, and the hard work
that ASA put into it showed. If you missed this event, I would advise you to make
sure you attend it next year.
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When I Was 20...
Philosophy Professor Richard Munkelt
STAFF WRITER

Professor Richard Munkelt, may have setded
down now to being a sweet, genuine, dedicated
philosophy professor, but during the 60s he was
social, partied, and enjoyed his college experience to the fullest.

TM: What was your major?
RM: Philosophy.
TM: What was your job at the time?
RM: Drove a college shuttle bus.
TM: Biggest fear?
RM: Having to work for
a living.
TM: Favorite fast food
restaurant?
RM: Wendy's, but the
burgers have gotten smaller;
they used to be bigger back
then.

TM: What were your
friends like?
RM: I was born and
raised in Brooklyn, then
moved to Valley Stream,
Long Island. My friends were
loud, semi-athletic, and
headed for college.
TM: What was your
craziest college experience?
RM: I had a motorcycle accident, in which
I broke my arm and would have died if I didn't
have a helmet on.
TM: What was your favorite class? Why?
RM: Philosophy because it was interesting.
TM: Did you ever fail a class?
RM: Never!
TM: What was your favorite band/group?
RM: Crosby Stills and Nash — they were big
in the 60s.

What areyour plans for
Thanksgiving break?

TM: What was your clothing style?
RM: That's easy — long hair, T-shirt, jeans,
and boots.

BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO

The Mirror: What college did you attend? Home or Away?
Professor Munkelt:
Kenyon College, Ohio. I went
away.
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"To observe the beautiful fall folliage of the Farmington Valley
and spend quality time apple
picking with my family."
-TimLeavitt'13

"I am going to cook a lot because
my mom got surgery. We are Italian so we have our turkey sandwiches as appetizers — then we
break out the lasagna."
-Ralph Belvedere'12

"I am going on a cruise to Mexico
and indulging on Ben and Jerry's
all day, every day."
- Ashley Zangara' 12

"I plan on visiting the exotic
beaches of Long Island"
-ChetSchmid'12

"To catch up on good old times
and enjoy Sam Adams with my
turkey and mashed potatoes" MikeMoritz'll

"Hang out with my C Wood bros
and watch 'Sons of Anarchy' "
- Peter Quinn'11

TM: Did you have a
fake id?
RM: No, but I had a
draft card. Drinking was j
legal at 18 in NY, but in Ohio,
it was 21.
TM.-Worsthabit?
RM: Staying up late.
TM: Lesson learned?
RM: Self-control.
TM: Biggest regret?
RM: Not studying more, I could have done
better.
TM: Favorite TV show?
RM: "I Dream of Jeannie."

TM: What was your typical weekend?
RM: Hanging out at a local college bar.

TM: Biggest celebrity crush?
RM: Barbara Eden.

TM: Did you have a girlfriend or were you
single?
RM: Girlfriend.

TM: One word to describe your college experience?
PM: Out-of-control.

Photos by Mabel Del Castillo/The Mirror

Swine Flu Spotlight
Joyce Dos Santos '12 got swine flu, now she's making T-shirts
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
STAFF WRITER

It is easy to confuse a hangover with possible swine
flu symptoms. Joyce Dos Santos, a Fairfield sophomore,
found herself in this similar situation not too long ago.
Halloween weekend was a time for late night
partying and strolling around in minimal clothing. Dos
Santos explained that she was thrilled for Halloween
to finally arise and that the last thing on her mind was
"the swine." She took advantage of this weekend by
staying out late and enjoying her time with her friends.
Unfortunately when Sunday morning rolled around,
Joyce wasn't smiling anymore.
She woke up with the typical symptoms of a hangover, especially considering it was the Sunday after
Halloween. Her symptoms were sore throat, body aches,
fever and a slight cold. Dos Santos was still not convinced
that this was the notorious swine flu, so she chose to
ignore it.
She suffered through all her Monday classes with the
same symptoms she woke up with the day before. Dos
Santos admitted that this was her number one mistake. It
was not until she vomited, later in the day, that she went
to the Health Center.

When she arrived at the Health Center, they took
care of her right away. They informed her that she
displayed all the symptoms swine flu and therefore
declared that she had it.
The Health Center staff was very comforting and understanding. Dos Santos was given antibiotics and told that she
must leave campus and cannot return until she is fever free

Photo Illustration by Dan Leltao

for 24 hours. If Dos Santos was unable to go home, then she
would have to have spent the night in the Health Center.
The swine flu can be very intimidating for people.
Dos Santos states, "I wasn't scared, you just never think
it's going to happen to you." She was more surprised than
anything else.

Dos Santos was able to return to school the following Sunday, but she claims that she was physically fine
by Wednesday. She stressed the importance of getting a
lot of rest if you have this flu. Dos Santos took this time to
stay in bed and play video games with her father.
When Dos Santos wasn't in bed, she was trying to
catch up on her missed schoolwork. She states, "I had two
tests and a paper, but the teachers were very understanding." The professor even let her disregard the due date for
her paper and reschedule the tests to her convenience.
Dos Santos was thankful to the professors for dealing
compassionately with her situation. She also delivered
some advice for those who may contract the swine flu
in the future. She states, "Don't panic, don't stress it. It
attacks everyone differently and in my eyes it is just a little
worse than the regular flu."
Dos Santos also emphasizes her mistake of waiting to
get checked by the Health Center. It is extremely important that if you are displaying symptoms of flu to go get
it checked out right away. Don't make the same mistake
Dos Santos did and try and "suffer through the pain."
Dos Santos and pals who have also had the swine flu
at Fairfield University are getting T-shirts made up. The
shirts will say, "I survived Swine 09." It never hurts to look
back and laugh at past experiences.
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HE said / SHE saidAllyson Wuensch
Let Us Give Thanks

Ah, Thanksgiving. What a wonderful holiday for a guy. It is a day where we
have an excuse to be lazy and sit on the
couch, drinking beer and eating our faces
off. I don't think you can get more masculine or American than that.
But Thanksgiving is known for
mainly one thing and that is football.
With three games during the day, it's
a male's fantasy. Granted, Detroit
doesn't have Barry anymore
and the Lions are awful. Emmitt
and Neon Deion are not walking
through that door down in
big Dallas, but let's be
real, it's football. I truly
do not care who's playing.
You could put the two
worst looking powder
puff teams on national
television and I'm pretty
sure 95 percent of guys
would still enjoy it.
This is also a time
when most of us go back home for the
first time since the summer. For you
freshmen, you will soon learn that the
Wednesday before Thanksgiving is
typically a huge booze fest with all your
high school friends. It's a great time to
reminisce about the past and tell exaggerated stories to one up your buddies,

such as how you and your roommate
ran from Public Safety on your first night
and avoided being written up. Or it can
be my personal favorite: stating how you
been written up already five times and
you haven't got in any serious trouble
yet. Both stories are bull and no one ever
believes them, so don't be that guy.
It is a great time at school as well.
This is time when the freshmen girls
realize that their boyfriends from
home are really just wasting their
lives still living in their parent's
houses and doing nothing with
their lives, so they finally dump
them. Now that game you
been spitting for the past few
weeks may finally work. And
the best part is, with only
a few weeks until winter
break, you'll be able to get
some tail and not really have
to worry about a commitment
until you get back. You get the
best of both worlds.
Now guys, remember there are
only a few weeks left in the semester, so it is time to go big or go home.
Drink your face off and enjoy yourself.
Before you know it, you'll be
trying to find a job and wishing you
could have those four years back.

Thanksgiving break usually comes at the
perfect time; everyone needs a break. After
making it through the most stressful part of
the semester, we get a couple days to veg out
and stuff our faces with mom's cooking before
coming back to bad food and finals. Besides
needing a break from school, it's a good time to
take a break from each other (and the bartenders at The Grape. When Carlos can identify you
and your housemates by name it's time to
relax for awhile).
It's also a great time to catch up with
your friends from home, especially the
night before Thanksgiving. Going
^m
out that night, one of the big
gest party nights of the year,
is basically a guarantee that
you're going to run into
everyone from your past
— especially those people
you really don't want to see,
like that high school ex. And,
it's been pointed out to me that
most freshman relationships
from home end over Thanksgiving
break — sorry guys.
Thanksgiving was one of the best ideas the
pilgrims ever had. Thanksgiving dinner is a time
to blow the diet. Everyone should be as smart
as Joey from Friends and buy maternity pants
for the occasion. It's also a perfectly acceptable
occasion to get wasted with the family. (I'm

looking forward to getting drunk with my dad
and seeing if the party hat comes out.)
At my family's Thanksgiving, I will always
be a permanent fixture at the kid's table. I'm
the youngest, besides the 6-year-old. Luckily
my sister and cousins are not too much older,
so the dinner time conversation is always full of
good stories from the night before (If we're all
not too hungover to talk that much.)
Unfortunately, I also am usually on
babysitting/entertainment duty. I love my
6-year-old cousin — but his favorite games
include "throw the basketball at Allyson's
head" and "hit Allyson with the bat."
(I know those of you with younger
cousins can sympathize.) I tried to
pretend I was taking an afterdinner nap once, but that just led
to the discovery of his new favorite
game: smother Allyson with the
pillow.
All the eating can cause a food
hangover the next day; but stay strong,
Black Friday bargains are too good to
miss. You still have the weekend to sleep
it off, so go wild — hit the outlets and do some
Christmas shopping. After Thanksgiving it's a
whirlwind until Christmas. My family puts the
tree up the Saturday after Thanksgiving so that
my sister and I can fight over the Barbie ornaments (yes, I'm 21 and she's 27, but everyone is
allowed to act like a 5-year-old at the holidays.)
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Pico

*

DE VEGGIE WRAP

EGG WHITES, PICO DE GALLO, MUSHROOMS & SAUTEED ONIONS WITH SWISS CHEESE

'WEEKLY
+ RFST *
FAIRFIELD COUNTY

WESTERN WRAP
TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS HAM, PEPPERS, ONIONS & PEPPERJAC1C CHEESE.

BKST ( '.VfhKl.K
BI-.ST I H:i,s

BREAKFAST BURRO
TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS WRAPPED WITH BACON, PICO DE GALLO & CHEDDAR CHEESE

$3.50 BREAKFAST WRAPS!!*
BACON POTATO WRAP
TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS SNUGGLED WITH BACON, CHEESE AND A CHOPPED HASHBROWN
_*LlMITED TIME ONIY. AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT GARDEN CATERING FAIRFIELD
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OPEN DAILY!
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY: 7AM TO 8:30PM
SUNDAY: 9AM TO 5PM
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OPEN DAILY - BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
PHONE:

2074 BLACK
203.870.8444

ROCK TURNPIKE (NEXT TO MOBIL ON-THE-RUN)
FAX: 203.870.8441
WWW.GARDENCATERING.NET
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Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu • Traditional
Japanese Karate • Muay Thai • MMA
1550 State Street
Bridgeport, CT 06605
203.540.5020
SEMESTER RATES AVAILABLE

Call today
to setup your
free trial classes

Accredited instructors
2,000 sq ft of Zebra mats
5 station heavy bag area
20 ft Throwdown Octagon cage
Locker rooms
Proshop
On-site Parking

Students of all levels are welcome

Our Partners
'e.&ji
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FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Subject Areas:
Applied Ethics*
Biology*
Business
Communication*
Economics
English*
Italian
Math*

Management*
Music
Politics*
Psychology*
Religious Studies*
Sociology
Studio Arts
Writing*

Winter Intersession Courses
Registration Open
through December 18,2009
One Week Classroom Courses: Jan. 6-12,2010
Six Week Online Courses: Dec. 21,2009 - Jan. 31,2010

(*Courses available online!)

To get course details & register online
Expanding Knowledge.

fairfield.edu/winter *
Inspiring Lives.

Online
New and improved sports blog.
Online only coverage.

Week of Nov. 18, 2009
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Sports editors Keith Connors, Tom Cleary, Chris Simmons » sportsifffairfieldmirror.com

Men's club hockey starts season
with two victories, women falter
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
STAFF WRITER-

The Stags men's club ice hockey team beat Sacred Heart Friday
night 6-4 in a hard-hitting game. The rivalry between these two teams
showed on the ice and in the stands as the players put extra force into
their checks and fans put extra enthusiasm in their cheers.
Junior Brian Loftus led the Stags offense with two goals, while
seniors Phil Toran, Jansen Hafen and Will McPherson, along with
sophomore Alfred Vitzentos each had one of their own. Freshman
goalie Brian O'Loughlin recorded his first Stags hockey win.
While the Stags held a 5-1 advantage midway through the
second period, Sacred Heart scored three unanswered goals before
the end of it making it 5-4. In a last ditch effort near the end of
the third period, the Pioneers pulled their goalie and McPherson
sealed the deal with his goal making the final score 6-4.
The win was well deserved as Sacred Heart proved to be a
tough opponent. Both sides received numerous penalties and it
became a fight to stay out of the penalty box. To win the battle in
the stands, the crowd chanting consisted of GPA taunting, pride
cheers, and questioning of talent among other creative sayings.
Stags fans were actually complemented by the Sacred Heart fans at
the end of the game.
The Stags went into Saturday's game against No. 3 Albany
without junior Patrick Walters, and during the game suffered
another blow, losing Brian Loftus, both to injuries. That meant the
Stags were skating without a member of the junior class.
Despite the losses the Stags jumped out to an early 3-0 lead in
the first period, thanks to two goals from Vitzentos and one from
sophomore Steven Genualdi. Albany answered with two goals
making it 3-2 before McPherson scored, putting them up 4-2. Albany rallied again making the score 4-3, which is how it would stay
much in part due to sophomore goalie Mike Pagliuco.
The double victory improved the Stags overall record to 2-2
with plenty of time for practice before they take the ice vs. Skidmore at Wonderland of Ice on Dec. 4 at 8:15 p.m.
Meanwhile, the women's team started with its first game against
Columbia on Saturday. The team lost 6-2, but senior Kelly O'Mealia
Keith Connors/The Mirror said that the team "made a great effort, and have high hopes of contiStags freshman Derek Needham takes a free throw against Maryland with thousands of screaming Maryland fans around uning to improve as the season progresses." The goals were scored by
him at the Comcast Center in College Park. Needham hit the free throw even with the distractions behind him and was
freshmen Shea Cuddihy and Aliana Andreozzi.
8-for-8 from the charity stripe in the second half, despite shooting into the crowd. But the Stags lost 71-42 to the Terrapins, who are ranked No. 25 in the country. For more on basketball see the pullout preview section B.

Men's Soccer Season Ends in MAAC Semis
Stags spot in the tournament, but the strenuous finish to the
season in which the Stags needed three wins to reach the
STAFF WRITER
playoffs may have contributed to the loss against a tougher
Loyola team on a rainy night.
The men's soccer team ended its season with a 3-0 loss
But junior Jack Cleverley said that he feels next season
at Lessing Field on Friday against Loyola. The Stags were the
will be better for the Stags, who will return all but senior
third seed in the tournament, while Loyola was the second
forward Christian Uy.
seed. The Greyhounds would eventually go on to defeat
"It is a little bit disappointing especially watching
Niagara on Sunday afternoon and advanced into the NCAA
Loyola win the MAAC on our field — that's a bitter pill to
Tournament, where they will face Maryland.
swallow," Cleverley said. "Next year I think we'll have a very
The Stags had only one senior and dealt with a variety
successful season."
of injuries throughout the season, including the loss of their
The loss of Uy will be a big one for Fairfield. The
leading scorer, Jack Burridge, a sophomore, in the final game four-year starter scored 17 career goals, which ties him
of the season, a victory over Canisius. That win secured the
for fifth-most in program history. He has made the MAAC
Tournament in all four years with the Stags, winning
two MAAC Championships. Uy was the MAAC Most
Valuable Player in the Tournament last season.
The Stags ended the season with a 9-7-2 overall
record.
In the game against the Greyhounds, Loyola
scored what would be the game-winning goal 20 minutes in when Danny Ankrah flicked a pass to Phil Bannister and he put the ball into the net. Ankrah linked up
with Wade McHugh for another goal at the 28th minute.
In the final five minutes, Bannister passed the ball to
McHugh and he scored his second goal of the game.
Freshman Michael O'Keeffe played 88 minutes in
the game, making five saves before being relieved by
Matt Cleveland, so the senior could finish his career in
net. Kyle Wittman earned the win for the Greyhounds
with eight saves.
Fairfield out shot the Greyhounds 16-10, with eight
Peter Caty/The Mirror
shots each reaching the net. Fairfield also finished 11-1
Junior Jack Cleverly battles for a ball against Loyola.
in corner kicks.
By KOKY BERNIER

LAL.SO IN SPORTS^

Alexandria Hein/The Mirror

The men's hockey team faces off against Sacred Heart in
the face game of the season. The Stags won 6-4 and later
defeated Albany 4-3 to improve to 2-2 overall.

CHECK OUT THE FIFTH-ANNUAL, AWARD-WINNING BASKETBALL PREVIEW SECTION, SEE PULLOUT SECTION B.
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New Cast Members
Join Familiar Faces
BY TOM CLEARY
MANAGING EDITOR

In a little less than a year the entire look
of the Fairfield men's basketball team has
changed drastically. Only senior forward
Anthony Johnson was in the starting lineup
last season. Three starters are injured, with
two expected to miss the entire season. One
starter graduated and the other left the team
in the middle of his senior season.
But that does not mean that the Stags
are not talented. Redshirt freshman Shimeek
Johnson, and two Chicago-area natives, freshmen Derek Needham and Colin Nickerson,
have moved into the starting lineup to start
the season. As a result, the Stags were picked
fourth in the MAAC preseason coaches poll,
but they remain distant from the big three
teams in the MAAC: Niagara, Rider and Siena.
Last year was an up-and-down one for
the Stags, plagued by injuries to key players
and the loss of Jon Han at midseason. But
Fairfield managed to finish 17-15, giving head
coach Ed Cooley his first winning season as a
head coach. This year Cooley will look for last
year's role players to step into a lead role.
"Because of the guys that are not here,
stemming from last year, it is allowing guys to
take bigger roles," Cooley said. "Those guys
weren't in those roles last year early. Because
of that this year it is really paying off. We are
growing."
An exhibition game loss to Bridgeport was not the start to the season Cooley

expected, but Fairfield bounced back with an
exhibition victory against Stonehill and wins
over Central Connecticut State and Fordham.
"Young teams grow, but I am hoping
we will be better next time out," Cooley said
following the loss to Bridgeport. "At the same
time I still like my team, I do like what I have,
and I think it is just a matter of time that we
hit our stride," Cooley added.
Lone Returning Starter Steps into
Starring Role in Frontcourt
Anthony Johnson scored 18 points in
the season-opener and will look to provide
a dominating presence inside. Cooley has
praised Johnson for slimming down and getting into better shape, following a season that
was cut short at the midpoint after a blood
clot was found in Johnson's lungs. The injury
threatened Johnson's playing career, but he"
was able to work his way back.
While Johnson returns as the lone starter
from opening day last season, he says that he
has developed a good relationship with his
teammates, even though they have not played
in actual games together much or at all.
"All of them had potential. They have
the opportunity and are taking advantage of
it," Johnson said. "I mean we played in the
summer, we played in preseason, by the time
games come around you've played with your
team long enough to know them. In open gym
you play with different guys, you switch the
teams."
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Joining Johnson in the front-court are
four very different players. With the loss of
Warren Edney to a season-ending injury, the
Stags are left with senior Mike Evanovich,
junior Yorel Hawkins and sophomore Ryan
Olander to provide Johnson with help.
Evanovich, a threat from long range, scored
7.5 points per game last year and had a teamhigh 50 three-pointers. Olander scored 3.4
points in his freshman season. Hawkins (8.4
points per game in 2008-09) was a starter
last season, but at 6-5 he is an undersized
forward. He has yet to play this season after
his appendix was removed on the first day of
practice.
Redshirt freshman Shimeek Johnson,
who went to high school in Siena's backyard
in Albany, also earned a starting role and is
a versatile player who can handle the ball,
shoot from the outside and score inside.
New Dynamic Duo in the Backcourt
After four years featuring Jon Han and

Ana Zlegler/lhe Mirror

Herbie Allen in the backcourt, a new duo,
this time from Chicago instead of New York,
has stepped in, Derek Needham and Colin
Nickerson.
Starting in the backcourt will be the
freshman Needham, along with junior Lyndon Jordan, who filled in for the Stags last
season and averaged 4.6 points per game.
Freshman Colin Nickerson has begun the
season as a starter, but will likely be replaced
by Hawkins when he is healthy. Backing
up Needham at the point is Jamal Turner, a
slasher who is tough defensively and strong
at keeping his team calm. Sophomore Sean
Crawford, who like Turner and Jordan earned
starting minutes at the end of last season, has
been dealing with an injury to start the season, but will also be a key bench player.
The Stags will need production from the
three newcomers, as well as a now-healthy
Anthony Johnson if they want to knock off
Siena and end the Saints run at the top of the
MAAC, a difficult challenge for any team, but
one that is even harder with the Stags youth.
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Tairfield's Kid' Overcomes
Life-threatening Injury
Senior Anthony Johnson
returns to basketball as
'better man and leader'
BYTOMCLEARY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Something just felt wrong. Anthony Johnson was
trying to play through pain, but couldn't figure out what it
was. Neither could head coach Ed Cooley or any of Fairfield's team of trainers or doctors.
And then it got worse. After games against Rider and
Manhattan that the Lake Wales, Fla. native could barely
finish, he could sense that his body just wasn't right. He
was fatigued, slower and simply not the same basketball
player he or Cooley was used to.
Then it hit him like an elbow to chest, but harder.
He couldn't breathe well, he was in extreme pain and he
didn't know what to do.
A visit with Director of Sports Medicine Mark Ayotte
and a trip to the health center led to a rush to the hospital,
where doctors would catch a blood clot in his lungs, just
in time.

'1 think that Fairfiled has
raised this kid the last four
years. Not so much just the
basketball team, but the
entire Fairfield community,
has embraced him."
-head coach Ed Cooley
Johnson would spend the next few weeks in the hospital, regaining his health while doctors helped him fight
off the blood clot with medication.
But it was a closer call than anyone was comfortable
with. Cooley said that if the blood clot was not caught
when it was, Johnson's life could have been in danger.
"We had five or six games where we kept saying,
what's wrong with him, what's wrong with him," Cooley

said. "When we got the news
it really was devastating, not
from the fact that we lost a
good player, but it was a lifethreatening situation. Going to
the hospital five, six days in a
row, it was tough."
Once his health was back
to the point he could leave the
hospital, Johnson was hit with
even more bad news. Doctors
told him they were not sure if
he would ever be able to play
basketball, the game that saved
him from a rough childhood in
Florida, ever again.
"When I first got hurt, I
really didn't know what was
wrong, but once they told
me what was wrong and that
I couldn't play basketball, it
was like the worst thing in the
world," Johnson said.
While the rest of his teammates tried to battle through
an injury-plagued season to
fight into the MAAC Tournament, Johnson was forced to sit
on the sidelines, an unfamiliar
place for him.
"It was the hardest thing
ever, since I started playing I
had not sat on the sidelines for
a long period of time. Especially being out for the rest of
the season," Johnson said.
As a junior, Johnson was averaging 9.2 points with 7.4
rebounds in 21 games before the blood clot struck.
For Cooley it was even harder to watch Johnson sit
on the sideline. Johnson, Cooley's first recruit, represents
everything he has tried to do with the Fairfield program.
"He committed to us when I took the job here. To see
how he has grown,
how he can articulate himself, getting
him out of a region
to where he trusted
the community here,"
Cooley said. "I think
Fairfield has raised
this kid the last four
years. Not so much
just the basketball
team, but the entire
Fairfield community,
has embraced him
and given him the opportunity to do great
things in life."
When the season
ended in March with
a loss to Siena in
Albany at the MAAC
Tournament, the hard
work was just starting
for Johnson. He was
determined to play
again and finish his
Fairfield career the way
he always envisioned;
going out on top and
with a chance to make
basketball a career.
Throughout the
Peter Caty/The Mirror
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would wake up and work out, not even knowing if he
would ever be able to play. On top of that he had multiple
trips to doctors, who were constantly monitoring him.
Johnson said simply, "it was hard," but the look on his
face as he said it clearly showed the pain he endured over
the summer. By the time Fall rolled around, Johnson was
cleared to play. But it was not an easy decision.
"I met with [athletic director] Gene Doris, Mark
Ayotte, and they consulted with all the doctors who did
everything and it really became an easy choice because
it was his choice," Cooley said. "I am extremely nervous
about it, when you see him cramping up and stuff like over
the last two or three games, we have to be aware of that.
But I am happy he is with us."
The cramping Cooley speaks of is the one physical
reminder of the ordeal Johnson went through.
Cooley and Johnson's doctors are not sure what is
causing the cramping, but in both games this season, he
has had to leave the court because of it. After the Stags
win over Fordham, Cooley said that they will have to find
a way to keep Johnson more hydrated, even if it means
hooking him up to an IV at halftime.
Mentally, Johnson says that he has grown because of
the situation he was in last season, which made him realize how important basketball is to him.
"I have always felt basketball is the best thing to do. I
love playing basketball. But I mean, being on the sidelines,
it helped me become more of a leader," Johnson said. "I.
knew I couldn't be down, even though it was the worst
thing being on the sidelines, I knew I couldn't be down
because my teammates were looking.
"So, it made me into a better man and a better leader,"
Johnson added with a smile.
For Cooley, the best thing right now is that trademark
smile of Johnson's. Cooley said that he is "thrilled" to have
Johnson back on the court.
"The fact that we are seeing him smiling and enjoying
himself is great," Cooley said. "You know what, I think he
is Fairfield's kid, that is the best way to say it."
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Derek Needham has met Jon
Han. He knew Jon Han. He
knows the narrative: the New
York product turned Fairfield
phenom, the sensational freshman turned poised veteran, the ^senior captain turned diversion,
distraction and deserter.

»'
Peter Caty/The Mirror

Derek Needham knows. Now Derek Needham wants you
to know something.
"I loved Jon Han," he said with a smile. "I'm glad he's
gone and I'm here now. Now it's time for me to fill his shoes
and be better than him."
Needham's response is the perfect microcosm of the
man: brash and unapologetic, poised and self-assured.
Astronomical Success

1

3?

P

Much of that stems from his stunning success at the Da
La Salle Institute on the South Side of Chicago, one of the premier programs in the state. The Meteors reached the Class 4A
Morton Sectional championship game his senior year, thanks
in parts to Needham's steady hand and the scoring touch of
fejlow teammate Mike Shaw, one of the nation's most prized
recruits. Even though Shaw was the team's preeminent offensive threat, Needham scored the 2009 Tony Lawless Chicago
Catholic League Player of the Year award at season's end.
"He was a true leader from start to finish at De La Salle,"
high school head coach Tim White said. "I believe he did
everything he set out to do. He was a great role model within
our program."
That success never confined itself to just a basketball
court. Needham scored a 23 on the ACT and boasted a 3.9
grade-point average that never wavered much beyond his
graduation class' upper echelon. Needham even chaired
a leadership conference hosted by the Illinois Basketball
Coaches Association on just two days notice after the previous
emcee was asked to resign for character issues.
"The more you get to know Derek, the more you will be
impressed with him," head coach Ed Cooley said. "He is a
man beyond his years."
Still, to grasp the crux of Needham's character, look no
further than his upbringing. The Needham's raised a home in
Dalton, 111., just a jump shot south of Chicago, and for Derek
and his relatives, family wasn't a priority; it was the priority.
Both of Derek's parents were a "fixture at half court for every
game," says White, and his father typically "sat in on almost all
of our practices."
"He really came from a class background," White added.

In many respects, it was the idyllic American family: a
tight knit, blue-collar success story from the South Side.
"Derek was a 17-year-old boy just enjoying life, his
friend, and the game of basketball," White said. "Then he suffered a roadblock."
Becoming a Man

the basket makes me look like I can coach."
"You can tell I have a lot of trust in him," he added.
Needham's teammates echo that sentiment.
"My teammates, they trust me," Needham said. "When I
came in they didn't say, 'Don't mess up.' They said, 'You are
bur point guard and handle the ball.' I don't feel like a freshman on the court-because everyone trusts me."
Trust was a word seldom used last winter. A year later,
the Stags now place matlriist/that confidence, arid that
extension of the coach on the floor into the hands of Needham, whose part-swagger and part-sophistication apprqacjj^**
family-first mindset, arid maturation beyond his years may
very well be the Stags' saving grace this season. .
"Coach said he was going to put the ball in my hands,
and I believed him, so I really worked;out (this preseason),"
Needham said. "I don't want to play like a freshman; I want to
play like a senior in order to lead this team. That's what I do
on the court."

In December of his senior year, Needham's father passed
away after a prolonged bout with diabetes and a correlated
heart condition. While the tragedy caused a season of hoops
to deviate toward heartbreak, it marked a watershed moment
for both Needham and his family.
"When his father passed away, I think Derek realized that
he was the man of the house now," White said. "He knew that
he had to be the role model, and that he had to be there for his
mom."
He also made it a point to be there for his teammates,
and ensured that one of his darkest hours led to many of the
Meteors' finer moments. With a heavy heart, Needham scored
Fast Start
13 points in just 19 minutes on Dec. 5 of his senior year, days
after his father's passing.
That work on the court has already turned heads. NeedNeedham's poise was a recurring theme for the rest of
ham totaled 19 points against Fordham at Alumni Hall this
the season and perhaps the best explanation of De La Salle's
past Tuesday, an impressive encore to his 14 point, six-assist
run to the championship game.
effort in the team's season-opener against Central Connecti"When we'd play, he always got the laughing and cheering
cut State just two days earlier. His range and nose for the
(from his father) at center court. Senior year he didn't have that,
basket already resembles shades of Joe DeSantis and the long
but I'd like to think he had inspiration from above," White said.
. lineage of the program's greatest point guards.
Nonetheless, if Needham's story illustrates anything, it is
Welcome to the MAAC, Kid
that the stat sheet is far from the first thing mentioned when
his name is the topic of discussion.
Now, Needham's compelling story continues at Fairfield
"It's not about stats with Derek," White said. "It is about
as the heir to the Stags' starting point guard role. Moreover, he
character, it is about leadership, and it is about sportsmanship
inherits a variety of voids previously left vacant in the absence of
and accountability. The only wayyou get there is hard work,
his predecessor. Much of that is purely basketball. The Stags sore- and that's what Derek is all about."
ly missed Han's 9.1 points-per-game and his playmaking ability.
"He is a natural leader and he really wants to be in tough
positions," Cooley said. "I am very fortunate to coach him.
More of it, though, is the intangible elements Needham
Right when we started coaching him, we knew we had somebrings that the Stags have desperately lacked a season ago.
"I think he's a spectacular young man," Cooley said. "If
thing special."
"He will be one of the better freshman that has come
you spend time with that kid... spend time with him. He's a
through the league in a long time," he added
great, great character person. The fact that he puts the ball in

THE NEW GUARD
Derek Needham isn't alone as a highly-touted, highly talented freshman. Head Coach Ed Cooley expects significant contributions from all three of this year's stellar class:

Derek Needham, PG
Stand-out guard from De
La Salle (Chicago)
2009 Chicago Catholic
School Player off the Year.

Colin Nickerson, SF
Appeared in the Chicago High School Classic
alongside current teammates, Derek Needham.

Shimeek Johnson, SF
All-League, All-County, and
All-State honors at Bishop
Maginn High School in
Albany, New York.

SPORTS
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6 Storylines to Follow
The Holy Siena Empire
For two consecutive seasons, the Saints have done
more than merely win the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference (MAAC) crown. Head coach Fran McCaffrey and Company have turned heads on the
national stage of the NCAA Tournament, including
last season's thrilling victory over Vanderbilt in the
tournament's opening round. Will it be three straight
in the Capital Region?

The Hansbrouck Effect
Much of Siena's success stemmed from its
veteran point guard, easily the face of the team
in its championship seasons. Now, the impetus
is on Ronald Moore, Edwin Ubiles and Clarence
Jackson, previously role players, to become the
Saints' primary offensive options and off-thecourt leaders.
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An insider's look on the players, coaches and stories
to keep an eye on this season (including a prediction
or two for tournament time come March).

5 Bold Predictions
Siena Will Not Win the MAAC
If Tuesday afternoon's scare against Northeastern
illustrates anything, it is that Siena sans Kenny Hasbrouck, while laden with talent, may still be searching
for an identity. Look for Rider and Niagara to challenge the Saints come March

Men's Freshman of the Year

Entering the season, Siena was a borderline
Top-25 team garnering national attention and
labeled a mid-major to watch. Even if they slip
up come March, their regular-season successes
will likely be enough to give Siena a postseason
berth, either in the NCAA Tournament as an atlarge bid or in the NTT.

Derek Needham, Fairfield - He's everything
Fairifeld needs and more: a point guard with
a scoring touch and a nose for the basket, a
consistent defensive player.

If Not Siena, Than Rider

Can Rider's Ryan Thompson run the show the entire season and lead the Broncs past Siena? Look
for Mike Ringgold and Novar Gadson to step up.

A Close Second

Banner Year for St. Pete's

Wth Bilal Benn, Rob Garrison and Tyrone
Lewis, the Niagara Purple Eagles have the talent
to top Siena, but can they put it all together?

It has been a long time coming, but head coach
John Dunne finally has the right balance of
talent A combination of returning veterans, a
talented freshman class, and a dash of junior college transfers gives the Peacocks its most talented
roster in years. Expect a bounceback campaign.

Chuch Martin, Year Two
A season ago, former Memphis assistant Chuck Martin
took over a bleeding Marist program. One year later,
we may see a substantial improvement along the lines
of Jimmy Patsos' (Maryland to Loyola) and Ed 00016/5
(Boston College to Fairfield) second seasons.

The Stags Sickbay
Will the inexperienced players who gained time
due to injuries step up for the Stags?

Ryan Thompson, Rider - On MAAC Media
Day in New York City a few weeks ago, head
coach Jimmy Patsos turned toward the Broncs'
standout and said, "You're not you're brother,
but you're a first-round NBA pick."

... But they'll still go dancing

With Thompson, Ringgold and Gadson leading
the way, the Broncs can beat anyone on any
night as they showed in their win over Mississippi State already this season. Look for the
Broncs to get hot in March when it matters.

Riding Ryan

Postseason Honors
Men's Player of the Year

Ditto for Loyola
Last season was a (stunningly) quiet season for
the Greyhounds and excitable head coach Jimmy
Patsos. That trend will be short-lived. Transfers
give Loyola an immediate scoring presence, and
the Greyhounds will mature from their rebuilding moments a season ago to rebound in 2010.

Sixth Man of the Year
Kyle Downey, Siena - An MAAC All-Rookie
selection a season ago, Downey will be asked to
take on an added role in his sophomore campaign. Despite only scoring 8 points-per-game
a season ago, Downey displays the kind of poise
and defensive prowess that will make him an easy
selection for valuable minutes off the bench.

Coach of the Year
John Dunne, St. Peter's -1 really do believe
that Tuesday's 30-point victory over Monmouth
was not an aberration, but rather a sign of
things to come.

Z Can't Miss Games
Loyola at Indiana, Jan. 22
Jimmy Patsos in the land of Hoosier basketball
is unparalleled MAAC Theatre.

Rider at Virginia, Nov. 19.
Tommy Dempsey hopes that lightning will
strike twice against a major conference team
again in the early-goings of the season.

3 Sleeper Teams
St. Peter's
John Dunne and the Peacocks
fresh junior-college standouts
will spur a basketball revival in
the shadow of New York City.

Marist
Chuck Martin and the young
Red Foxes will enjoy bigger and
better things in their second
season in Poughkeepsie. But it
may take time.

Fairfield
Last season's hindrances will
become a blessing in disguise as
the Stags' enjoy much improved
depth and the paint presence of
senior Anthony Johnson.

I Quote To
Remember
"While we will have a very
good team, it will be a dramatically different team...
I've never coached a game at
Siena that (Hasbrouck) didn't
start." —
Fran McCaffrey to
ESPN.com
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FASTBREAK

U Storylines to Follow
Will anyone unseat Marist?
Marist has won the past four MAAC Championships. But, Iona and Canisius also return a bevy
of talent and could knock Marist off the top.
And if not in the regular season, the Red Foxes
would only have to lose a game in the MAAC
Tournament for the automatic bid to go to
another team.

How far will Marist go?
Before losing in the NCAA Tournament first
round last season, the Red Foxes had won their
past two trips, including a 2007 Sweet 16 trip.
If Marist repeats as MAAC Champions, with
All-World forward Rachele Fitz in her final
season, will Marist make another run through
the bracket?

How much will Niagara win?
The Purple Eagles went 3-28 overall last season
and 1-17 in the MAAC. They return four starters, and the only place to go is up.

Gina Castelli goes for 300
Castelli, the head coach for Siena, enters her
20th season with the Saints one win away from
300 in her career.

Manhattan's new coach
Manhattan hired John Olenowski this season.
Olenowski was previously an assistant at Long
Island University last season, and before that,
330-39 record as a high school coach at Morris
Catholic in Denville, N.J.

Fairfield's youth
Fairfield is replacing four seniors and will look
to several underclassmen to fill those roles.

An insider's look on the players, coaches and stories
to keep an eye on this season (including a prediction
or two for tournament time come March).

aoris
Marist won't win the MAAC
Iona has the size and talent to matchup with
Fitz and the Red Foxes. They can use 6-1 forward Kristina Ford, 6-1 forward Anda Ivkovic
and 6-2 center Anna McLean to contain Fitz
while guard Thazina Cook dictates the pace.

... But they'll still go dancing
Marist has earned enough national recognition over the past few season where a stellar
record should allow them to get an at-large bid
to the NCAA Tournament should they lose in
the MAAC Tournament.

Fairfield will make some noise
Fairfield will go through some growing pains
this season trying to replace three starters and
their sixth woman from last year's team. But
new players will emerge and the Stags could
make an end-of-season run.

Three for postseason tourneys
Marist, Canisius and Iona all look to be the
class of the MAAC this season. Each has
enormous potential and all three could make a
posteason tournament, whether it's the NCAAs
or the WNIT. Whichever team doesn't get the
automatic bid will get an at-large.

Parity will reign
All the teams in the MAAC have the talent to
beat each other. Expect a lot of 9-9 conference
records. Even the mighty Marist, which seems
to never lose, won't enjoy another dominating
season (by its standards.)

4 Postseason Honors
Women's Player of the Year
Rachele Fitz, Marist: Fitz has won this award
the past two seasons and can dominate any
game with her scoring and rebounding. She
will continue to put up big numbers as Marist
remains the top team in the league.

Women's Freshman of the Year
Katelyn Linney, Fairfield: Linney will receive
significant minutes this season as Fairfield
replaces four seniors. She's already receive one
start and scored a game-high 18 points against
Rhode Island in the season opener.

Sixth Woman of the Year
Lynzee Johnson, Marist: Like her teammate
Fitz, Johnson has also won this award before,
making her an easy choice. She is sometimes
overshadowed by her more well-known teammates, but she provides a scoring and rebounding spark off the bench.

Coach of the Year
Lynn Milligan, Rider: In her third season,
Milligan improved her team every year and
last year had the most victories in a season (10)
since 2000 for Rider. This year, she'll continue to
build off that success.

Z Can't Miss Games

J Sleeper Teams
Rider
Rider is led by guard/forward
Tammy Meyers and could pull
off a few upsets. The Broncs
were picked to finish fourth,
and should improve off last
year's 10 win season.

Fairfield
It's a different season for the
Stags this year. The Stags have a
veteran frontcourt, some promising young guards, and the
potential to win any game.

Siena
Siena is led by guard Allie
Lindemann and can be better
than the eight-place finish it
was predicted in the preseason
coaches poll.

1 Quote To
Remember

Nov. 22 2:00 p.m. Iona v. Notre Dame
The Gaels travel to South Bend face No. 4 Notre
Dame in a marque matchup.

Nov. 27 3:30 p.m. Marist v. Oklahoma St.
Part of the Junanoo Jam in Freeport, Bahamas,
Marist will get some final non-conference tests
before MAAC play.

"We need to have a positive
mentality. Sometimes my assistants have to remind me of
that too."
-Fairfield men's head coach
Joe Frager on his team's youth
and his patience.

SPORTS
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Big Shoes to Fill
With the loss of four starters, freshman Katelyn Linney will
need to step into a scoring role immediatly
BY CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR

Significant minutes are available to fill this year after
the women's basketball team graduated four key players.
While some of those minutes will be filled by returning
players, before the season both head coach Joe Frager and
senior Stephanie Geehan predicted a significant portion of
those minutes would also go to freshmen.
"We have some rookies who are going to get some .
minutes," said Geehan. "Katelyn Linney will play a lot
and all our freshman, Laura Vetra and Brittany MacFarlane, will also play."
And now, for the second year in a row, a freshman will
be a starting guard for the women's basketball team following current sophomore Desiree Pina.
Linney, from St. John Vianney in N.J., started the Stags
season-opener at Rhode Island and scored a game-high 18
points off seven of 13 shooting, including four of nine from
beyond the arc.
Her 18 points is the most of any women's basketball
player in their collegiate debut since moving to Division I in
1981. She is also the first Fairfield rookie to lead the team in
scoring since 2001 when Cathy Dash did so.
"The first few minutes she wasn't as relaxed; she
seemed a littie tight," said Frager. "But she settied down.
She knows her job arid that's to give us some scoring. She's

certainly not a selfish player, she's actually
very unselfish. But she knows her role is to
shoot."
Linney has moved into the starting
lineup without any trepidation.
"It was great to play a game," said Linney. "It was exciting. I love playing."
Vetra and MacFarlane played a few
minutes, but Linney played 32 minutes and
was counted on to provide much of the scoring for the Stags. Frager said that Linney,
along with Geehan and Pina, will comprise
the top options for the Stags this year.
"I really like our offense," said Linney. "I
think it works well for our team."
Linney was also named the MAAC
Rookie of the Week for her efforts in her
first-ever collegiate game. During her
four-year varsity career at St. John Vianney, Linney scored 1,355 points while
being named First Team All-State and
a 2008-2009 McDonald's Ail-American
nominee as a senior.
"The games are more physical, but I
think I've come into my own," said Linney.
Already, during her freshman year, the
Stags are going to count on that.

New Kids on the Block
Four freshmen look to make an immediate impact for Stags
BY SEAN CLORES
STAFF WRITER

When the preseason polls came in for women's basketball, it wasn't a surprise that Fairfield was ranked sixth
in the MAAC. Last year, the Stags were picked to finish
second behind Marist and were a team with a good shot at
a MAAC championship. Although they lost in the MAAC
semifinals, the season was filled with great victories, including the defeat of powerhouse Marist.
Once the season ended, head coach Joe Frager knew
his work had just begun. The plan to win a MAAC championship was just a bit out of reach, but losing four starters hurt even more. Baendu Lowenthal, Shiryell Moore,
Lauren Groom and Megan Caskin all graduated, leaving
several-gaps to fill on this year's roster.
Now the Stags welcome in Katelyn Linney, Laura Vetra, Brittany MacFarlane and Kara Fillion. They may not
be familiar faces to Stags fans, but by the end of the season
all four could be major contributors, especially Linney.
Katelyn Linney is a 5-8 guard from Freehold, New
Jersey. The freshman attended St. John Vianney High
School and left with quite a legacy. In her senior season,
she led her team to the Tournament of Champions tide
in New Jersey, also being named MVP. Linney finished

her high school career with over 1,300 points. At Fairfield,
she will look to step in immediately at the shooting guard
position. Frager thinks Linney has the skills and mentality
to be a real threat right away.
"Katelyn's got a real scorer's mentality. She comes
in with a chance to get some good playing time right
away," Frager said.
Losing Lowenthal profoundly hurt the Stags frontcourt, but Laura Vetra should fill in nicely.
The 6-2 forward played her high school ball in Texas,
but is a native of Latvia. Vetra averaged over 14 points and
seven rebounds in her senior year. Frager said he likes her
strength and ability to be light on her feet. He added that
she is continuing to work on her low post presence. Basketball runs in the family for Vetra. Her father spent some
time playing for the Timberwolves in the NBA.
Brittany MacFarlane is another inside player that will
add some depth. The Canadian forward led her team to
two city titles in Ontario and was named MVP in 2008.
Frager believes she has some some skills that reminds
him of another Fairfield player, senior Stephanie Geehan.
"Brittany has an excellent shooting touch, much like
Steph. She is able to stretch defenses out which could be
big for us," said Frager.
Kara Fillion rounds out the this year's class. She's
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5-10 guard and a gpoifs*corer which maRe*:s>her ah iSstant
threat. Fillion averaged over 21 points her senior season,
and was named to the All State team twice. She's a versatile player who can play the two or the three on offense
and should be another nice weapon off the bench.
These freshmen have a lot of talent and will get a
chance to prove it early on. Give the lack of returning
players, this team is still unfamiliar, but dangerous
nonetheless.
Frager knows there will be growing pains but his team
is already taking the right steps.
"You love a team that wants to be coached," Frager said.
This Stags will make their mistakes early on but
will always have a chance to win. As for those preseason polls, you might want to leave them at home
when you come out to a game according to Frager.
"It's always fun to look and is a good conversation starter but after that, you put it under your coffee
cup. I don't blame anybody for picking us sixth. The
polls don't take into account the hard work our team
puts in, along with our newcomers," Frager said.
We know this team will work hard but if they can
play together, it seems they have to the talent to go
on another dangerous run.

THE NEW GUARD
Katelyn Linney isn 't alone as a highly-touted, highly talentedfreshman. Head coach Joe Frager expects significant
contributions from all four of this year's stellar class:

Katelyn Linney, SG
First Team All-State, Tournament
of Champions MVP senior year,
finished career with 1,355 points.

Laura Vetra, PF
Father, Gundars, played for
Timberwolves, she averaged
11.8 points and 7.6 rebounds
at Fort Worth Christian

Kara Fillion, SG
Scored 1,691 points during her
career at The Morgan School in
Clinton, Conn, and averaged
21.3 points her final season.

Brittany MacFarlane, PF
Averaged 13 points and 6.5 rebounds her senior year and was
named to the All-Star team her
final two seasons.
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Inspector Geehan
Senior forward to take a bigger role in pursuit of MAAC Championship
BY CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR

The women's basketball team lost four seniors last
year, all of whom played significant minutes. The past
two seasons, Fairfield has had Baendu Lowenthal '09 and
Sabra Wrice '08 to turn to when things get tough.
While the team will be spreading the wealth more this
season, the Stags have been looking to senior Stephanie
Geehan for veteran leadership.
She has made her mark in previous season by playing
solid defense in the paint and snaring rebounds. Her arms
that seem to shoot out to block shots or corral a missed
jumper have led head coach Joe Frager to describe them
as "Inspector Gadget" arms in previous seasons.
This year though, there is more to Geehan's game
than just playing the paint.
Geehan, named to the Preseason Second Team
All-MAAC, stepped behind the arc twice in the season
opening win against Rhode Island and knocked down two
threes.
"She's got the green light to shoot anytime," said
Frager. "Her confidence is growing and she's learning that
it's not being selfish, sometimes she's better off taking the
shot than trying to make the extra pass."
Geehan could pose matchup problems for opponents if she can continue to step outside and knock
down jumpers.
"Steph and Tara and the rest of the senior class have
really stepped up," said sophomore guard Desiree Pina.
In the Stags' home opening win against Lafayette,
Geehan filled up the entire stat sheet, pulling down 19 rebounds, scoring 15 points, blocking six shots and dishing
out four assists.
,"5tepbyys.Bhenbj3pen4l todayi' said Frager. "She?
A
'played S great, great game. Even when we made mis- *
takes on the defensive end, she erased a lot by coming over and getting a hand in the shooters face and
deflecting some shots."
Geehan didn't have her best night offensively, shooting only five of 15, but she has evolved into one of the top
options for the Stags. But luckily, her other skills make

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Head coach Joe Frager and senior Stephanie Geehan look to lead the Stags to the top of the MAAC.

her valuable on the court even when her shot isn't falling.
Several times, her rebounds lead to a fast break or a good
look at a basket following her outlet passes.
"We don't have that scorer
this year, but she's evolving
into that offense," said Frager.
"We graduated a lot of offense
and for a while we're going to
go through stretches where
we're not going to execute as
well, but if we can defend and
rebound, that can carry us
through those times."
Aside from Geehan's 19
rebounds, the Stags also got
nine from senior Tara Flaherty
and eight from sophomore
Tayrn Johnson. Fairfield
outrebounded Lafayette by
20 after being outrebounded
themselves by nine in Rhode
Island.
"We work on it in practice," said Geehan. "I think
with mine and Tara's size and
Taryn's ability to jump real
high, we do a fairly good job of
rebounding."
Rebounding and defense
will help carry the Stags through
the times when they may lack a
scorer on offense, but Geehan
has emerged as one of the top
options for the team.
But Frager emphasized
that the team would be more
balanced this season. In the
past, the Stags had a go-to
scorer, this year, in crunch
time, the Stags will have
several options.
"She definitely one of the
Mirror File Photo top options," said Frager. "It's
Senior Stephanie Geehan looks to give the Stags another scoring option this year.
probably G [Geehan], Katelyn
>
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Linney and Des Pina; those three. Those would be the
kids we want to get in double figures. But we've got great
balance."
Against Rhode Island, Katelyn Linney scored a gamehigh 18 points with Pina netting 14 and Geehan adding 10
with three other players adding eight points each.
"I still think we have a talented team," said Geehan.
"We're going to look to three to four players."
Frager admitted that this could present problems in
the short term with no go-to player when the team needs a
basket, but in the long term, the balance will be beneficial
for the team's growth.
Geehan and Pina both started last year and joining
them this season will be role players from last year and
freshmen.
"All of our rookies from last year have worked hard,"
said Geehan. "Taryn Johnson has improved her jump shot
and Sarah has improved her conditioning."
Frager also praised Johnson's improvement saying
she played "exceptionally well" against Rhode Island.
Johnson came off the bench to score eight points, eight
rebounds and four assists in 17 minutes. She'll provide a
spark off the bench for the Stags' frontcourt.
Paulus will also join Pina handling the ball this
year. Against Rhode Island, Paulus handled the point
for most of the game with Pina taking over when Paulus went to the bench.
Pina played off the ball for most of last season, but
this year, she'll split some of ball handling duties with
Paulus.
"Last year there was more of a transition," said Pina.
This year has been smoother knowing what coach wants."
The Stags will be successful if they can get six players
with eight or more points every game like they did against
Rhode Island. But even when the Stags aren't executing
their half court offense, they'll have Geehan to lead the
way with her rebounding and defense.
"Hopefully that's going to be a calling card for us and
we'll continue to grow defensively and rebounding the
ball," said Frager.
All this is in pursuit of the one goal that has eluded
Geehan and her fellow seniors during their Fairfield careers. Geehan's goal for the season is simple:
"I just want a MAAC Championship."
■
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Still In Production
Youthful team hopes to improve, hit stride during second half

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Sophomore Tayrn Johnson will be one of the first players off the bench this season and give the Stags a scoring and rebounding spark in the frontcourt.

BY CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR

The women's basketball team enters this season with
a host of new players looking to step into starring roles.
After losing Megan Caskin, Baendu Lowenthal, Lauren
Groom and Shireyll Moore to graduation, the Stags will
unveil some new looks this year. Players who had previously came off the bench are now thrust into starting roles
along with freshmen contributors.

"We lost three starters and our first player off the
bench, so that's quite a bit," said head coach Joe Frager.
"But this year, we're emphasizing playing as a team, especially offensively. We don't have any one player to lean on.
We need a real concerted team effort and the scoring will
be spread out. In the long term that will be good, but in
the short term, you'd like to have a go to player. But there
are a couple of younger players that look good and I love
to coach this group."
The Stags' two returning starters are sophomore
guard Desiree Pina and senior forward Stephanie Geehan.
Pina played off the ball for the majority of the season last
year starting next to Caskin, but this year, she will share
time with fellow sophomore guard Sarah Paulus, each
running the offense.
"That's one where both will see time," said Frager.
"It will depending on matchups. This year we might not
have the same set lineup every game. Sarah gives us more
strength and Des gives us more speed at the position."
During the first game against Rhode Island, Paulus
played most of the minutes at point with Pina taking over
the ball handling duties when Paulus went to the bench.
Pina is also the Stags leading returning scorer as she averaged 8.7 points per game last year.
With the graduation of Caskin, the Stags are also left
with no guard on their roster who had a positive assist-toturnover ratio last year. Frager noted that, with the exception of Pina, the Stags main ball-handlers this season are
either freshmen or players who played only occasionally
off the bench last year in Paulus, freshmen Katelyn Linney
and junior Joelle Nawrocki.
"We're definitely a work in progress," said Frager.
"We're going to have moments where we break down."
But Frager is pleased with the development of his

team and how the players have executed so far.
"I'm pretty happy with where we are there," said
Frager. "We may not run quite as much since we're going
to start some freshmen and give them significant minutes.
I just have to remember to be patient."
Several freshmen could receive significant playing
time this season, including Katelyn Linney, who starting
the game in the Stags' win over Rhode Island.
"Katelyn Linney, from St. John Vianney in New Jersey,
she's a scorer," said Frager. "She's got a real shooter's mentality and she'll pull the trigger. Laura Vetra, from Latvia,
she's got a nice feel for the game."
Frager is in his third season as head coach of the
women's basketball team. After going 22-9 in his first
season and then 18-13 last year, Frager will be counting on
mainly his own recruits for the first time. Brittany MacFarlane, from Ontario, and Vetra, from Latvia, comprise the
Stags international recruiting class.
"You have to be good at recruiting regionally, but
there are so many mid-majors in this area, we try to find
niches," said Frager. "Once you get a few, it becomes easier
to recruit. They understand each other."
The Stags have graduated most of the players that
comprised the core of the team for the past few season.
But now it's time for the development of a new era for
women's basketball.
"One thing we tell the girls is that we need to have
a positive mentality," said Frager. "My assistants have to
remind me of that sometimes too. We'll be well-prepared
and put ourselves in a position to win. We need to use our
non-conference schedule to prepare, but also win as many
as possible. We want to peak in the second half of the
season. It's hard to put a number on it, but our chemistry
is good."

FRESHMEN OR SENIORS.
WHEN YOU'RE FACING A MAAC

SCHEDULE

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?

Joe Frager

Stephanie
Geehan
and
Katelyn Linney
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